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FOREWORD

This “notebook” is the result of an atten@ to orgsmize the basic

ideas and formulas of special relativity into a form convenient for

Monte Csrlo treatment of relativistic systems of point particles.

Some mathematical sidelights have been included which may inter-

est the beginner, as well as rouse the ire of physicists, who certainly

should not take them seriously.
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CHAPTER I

DYNAMICS OF A FOINT P~TICLE

1. The parameters of a particle. In an inertial frame ~ of events

(R,t), a definite type of particle (i) is assigned a constant charac-

teristic mass mi Z O. For a “material” particle (electron, meson,

nucleon, ...) mi is pOsitive, being the “rest mass,” or maSS of the

particle at rest in ~, whereas an “ixmnaterial”particle (photon, neu-

trino, t~.) is assigned ach. massm. =0.
J.

A particle moving on a trajectory (Ri(t),t)has velocity Vi = ii}

5EEE2v~=lvil’0” ‘fmi = O, vi has the constant value

3 x 1010 cm/see, but is confined to the range O 5 v+ < c if m, > 0.* J. 2.+
It is customary to write p s ~v /c, and, for m > 0> also Yi =

i I/(l-Pi ) ●

At time t, every particle has a positive mass Mi = Mi(t). For a

material particle, Mi is speed-dependent,being by definition

Mi = miyi~ mi> 0. (1)

However, the mass Mi of an immaterial particle is an independent parame-

ter, which may have any positive value.

The energy of a particle is defined to be Ei s MiC2> O, its

characteristic energy (“rest energy” if mi > O) being ei ~ mic2.

The excess ki = Ei - ei of Ei over ei is called the kinetic energy— —
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of the particle.

The momentum of a particle

msgnitude pi = lPil =Mivi.

is defined as the vector Pi = MiVi, of

A particle with vi > 0 at time t has a well-defined direction,

namely, the unit vector Y =Vi-%i=pi-%i, ofmagnitudelYi] .1.i

If the spatial trajectory Ri = Ri(t) is so parameterized by arc-length

Si that dsi/dt > 0, then the relation

‘iyi = ‘i = (dRi/dsi)*(dsi/dt)

shows that v =i dsi/dt, andYi = dRi/dsi, the latter being the geometric

direction of the trajectory tangent.

Finally, every particle is assigned a frequencyvi = Ei/h, and (if

vi > O) a wave-length Ai = h/pis where h is Planckss constant. Note

here that

‘ivi = Ei/Pi = MiC2/MIVi = c/~i Z c

with equality (A:v. = c) in case m. = O.
.L.L J.

We are able to treat particles of

way by virtue of the following basic

Theorem 1. A number M and vector

IllaSS and

isfy the

momentum of a particle of ch.

“validity condition”

both kinds (mi

P are possible

mass mi if and

Z O) in a uniform

values for the

only if they sat-

●
✎

M>O & P2 = c2(h?-mi2). (2)
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Proof. Case 1. (mi > O) By (l), the mass Mi = miyi > 0 of such

a -title satisfies the equation Mi~i2 = Mi2 - mi2; hence Pi2~M2v2ii

= c2(Mi2-mi2) as in (2). Conversely, (2) implies that a velocity V,

[V] <c, andthat M=mi/(1-v2c-2)
?!

defined by P = MV, has magnitude v =

as required by (l).

Case 2. (mi = O) Here, condition (2) is equivalent toM> O &

IPI =Mc, which obviously obtains forthemass Mi and momentum Pi= MiVi

of an immaterial particle. Conversely, defining V by P = MV for such a

pair M, P, we have M> O and

an immaterial particle.

The

particle

straight

The

validity

net force acting on

being one with Fi ❑

IV! = c, which is all that is required of

a particle is by definition Fi s ~i, a free

O, hence with Pi, Mi, and Vi constant on its

line trajectory Ri(t) = Rio+ Vit.

PS.meters(pi> Mi~ mi), although dependent, as required by the

condition (2), do completely characterize a free point particle

at an event (R,t). They are adopted because of their intuitive relation

to classical mechanics, and the simplicity of their transformation to

other inertial frames.

The closely related “energy-parameters”(cPi, Ei, ei), expressed

any convenient energy

used interchangeably,

For example, one

unit, are preferable in computations, and may be

by an obvious scaling.

maY verify the basic relations:

in

9



‘i
=ei+k i (3)

2
Ei2Pi2 = (CPi) = Ei2 - ei2

1. The work done

(ei > O)

‘i = @i/cPi (Cpi + o)

Notes 1.

by a force Fi on a particle between points 1 and

2 of its trajectory is

J2w=
‘i”yidsi = J ‘i“~idt (dsi/dt> O) .

1 1

Differentiating (2), one has fii*Pi= Mifiic2. Since ii E Fi and Pi = Mi~i

with Mi > 0, this implies

Fi”ii = fiiC2 (4)

Consequently

w= J
2

fiic2dt= A(MiC2) = A(ki).
1

Classically, for a force F = - grad *(R), we have also

J
2

f

2

w= Fi”fiidt= - i(Ri(t))dt= - At.

1 1

●

✎
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In such a case, it follows that

trajectory.

2. A positive electron e+

static field due to a potential

E + @ and k+ I are constant on the

of charge q esu (TABLE I) in an electro-

CP(R)esu volts is subJect to a force

F=- grad qq(R) dyne. If the difference in potential between ~ints

1, 2 of its resulting trajectory is 108/c esu volts (s 1 practical volt),

the correspmding k.e. increase is

Ak = - A(qq)

a unit of energy called the

1 Kev= 103 ev 1

= q(lo8/c) = 1.602095 x 10-12 erg

electron-volt

6Mev= 10 ev

3. From cpiAi = ch and Eq. (3), one

(ev)

1 Bev s 1 Gev z 109 ev.

obtains the numerical relation

For example, a 1.24 Bev electron

4. The Compton wave-length

has wave-length Ai= 1 fermi (~ 10-13 cm).

A@ of a material particle of rest-mass

mi > 0 is an intrinsic parameter, defined as the wave-length of a photon

having energy equal to the rest-energy of the particle: h(c/Ac) = ei

= mic2 i.e., Ac = hc/ei = =

A : Alc>

where Ai is the wave-length

h/mic. One may show that

as

of the moving particle.

u.



The value of A= may be obtained from the relation (ei in Bev)

x (Xc in fermi) = 1.239&)6. The Compton wave-length Ae of the electron

is given in TABLE I, as well as its mass me in grams and its ch. energy

e = mGc2 in Mev.E

5= For the k.e. of a material particle, one has the convergent

series

‘i
= mic2(yi-1) ==’,f{*~:+3@:+ .}=%:{ .+?%!+ ●.,}

from which one may see that ki > ~ mivi2 unless v = O.i

Mathematical side-light: The inequality mic2(yi-1) >*mivi2 may

be written in the form

and so deduced from the classical inequality (with n = 3):

For aJ Z O, (TTlnaJ)
l/n

< (~ aJ)/n tiess all aj are equal.

6. If a particle of rest energy e< = 500 Mevhas k.e. k. =
A

its other scalar parameters maybe obtained

‘i =ei+k i = 1300 Mev

*
CP4 = (E<2-e<2) = 1200 Mev

.!. .L.L

‘i = 1.03 f. (Note 3)

If required, vi = @ic = 2.Ti’x 1010 cm/see,

J.

as follows:

Y~ = Ei/ei = 13/5

@i = cPi/Ef = 12/13

800 Mev,

Xc = 2.48 f. (Note 4)

and the conversion 1 Mev s

1.6020g5 x 104erg, with the appropriate constants of TABLE 1, yield

12
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‘i =Ei/h = 3.14 x 1023 see-l

Pi = cPi/c = 6.41x lo-14gmcm/sec

Note that Xivi = 3.25 x 1010 cm/see> c and ki = 800 Mev> ~ mivi2

~ * ei$i2 = 213 Mev.

7. (~is, and its “application”in Notes 8, 9, are mathematical

“recreations.“ Any resemblance to physics is purely coincidental.)

A particle of ch. mass m starts from R = O at t = O with initial

momentum P. = pol’o,p. = Movo, and is subJect therefore to a “friction”

F= - HPwhere H> O is a constant. Then, for t Z 0,

P = Poe-Ht = p e-H%o 0

and, since P = MV = M(dR/ds) (ds/dt), (ds/dt> O) we have R = SYO and

P = Mv = poe-Ht where v = ds/dt.

(a)
-?!

2 ‘2) then impliesIf m> O, the relation M = m(l-v c
.

(b)

●

✎

*
V/C = 1/{ l+(mc/po)2e=? ~ l/f(t) ~ O whence M+ m

andk-O. Integration yields

s = (c/2H)Ln(f(0)+l)(f(t)-1)/(f(0)-l)(f(t)+l)

with limit (c/2H)h(f(0)+l)/(f(0)-1) as t + =.

Ifm= O, then v= c, s = et, and Mc = Mote-Ht, whence

E=hv = hvoe_Hs/c + O.

13



8. (Hubble’s law.) In astrophysics, the absolute magnitude M of

a point light source G of luminosity erg/see is defined by (S/4n10-10)/@o

2M--
5 , where@. is a standard flux (2.4 x 10

44
= 10 erg/Mpc2 sec)o If @

is its observed flux, then G is said to have a~arent magnitude m, where

2m--

@/#. = 105 , and luminosity distance D(Mpc), where @ s S/4TrD2. These

parameters are therefore related by the identity

m= M+25+510g D. (5,)

A friction F = - HP (Note 7) acting on the No photons, of aversge

energy hvoy emitted per second by a source G at (constant) distance s>

-Hs/c/4ns2~ S/4ns2es/Rwould imply a flux @ = Nohvoe (R ~ c/H MPC)

s/2R
and hence a luminosity distance D = se . Moreover, the light received

would exhibit a “red shift”

z - (A-Ao)/Ao = es/R -1 = s/R + ~ (s/R)2 + .... (6)

In terms of z, we see thatD = R(l+z)* An(l+z), so that (5) gives

m= M+25+510gR+~ log (1+2) + 5 log log (l+z) i- 1.811 (7)

for the appsrent msgnitude m of a motionless source of absolute magnitude

M shuwing a red shift z > 0.

In reality, an approximate relation (Hubble’s law)

(R ‘ c/H ~ 3000 MPC, H ~ 100 (@see)/Mpc is found to exist between the

observed red shift ~ of light, of normal.wave length Ao, received from

14



an “average” galaxy (M = - 20.3), now at estimated distance s. Measure-

ment of z is relatively clear cut, whereas the estimation of s is very

ambiguous. For distant galaxies, m and z are the observable, the func-

tion (M. L. Humason, et al., Astron. J., 61, 1956, p. 149) m = 5 log cz

1.182 - 5.81 having been “fitted” to the observations for

3<w=logcz<5, (c=3x 10%. The function m = m(z(w)) in (7) has

the same general features (dm/dwS 5; dm/dw- 5 as z + O), and numerical

agreement is surprisingly good for the orthodox values R = 3000,

M = 20.3, i.e. for

m= 23.9+ 5[~log(l+z) + log log (1+2)]. (9)

For the quasar 3C9, with reported m = 18.2, z = 2.012: (J. B. Oke,

Astrophys. J., 145, 1966, p. 669), we find from (6) and (7) a distance

s = R kl(l+Z) = 3300 Mpc, and an absolute magnitude M= - 25.6.

9. (Olbers’ ~radox. ) Suppose infinite Euclidean s~ce has a uni-

form density of no motionless point galaxies per cm3, each of luminosity

s= Nohvo erg/see, as in Note 8. Such a galaxy, at distance s from earth,

produces a flux@ = X/4ns2 erg/cm2 sec (in the simplest model), of which

the earth, of radius rE, receives nrE2 times this. Multiplying by the

number no(4ns2ds) of galaxies in the “s-shell” about earth, integration

onrE<s <a, 2and division by the surface area 4nrE of earth gives the

infinite result

15



Assuming

lactic flux @

!
03

~ no~ds

‘E

the friction of Note 7(b), we

= (S/4ns2)e
-Hs/c of (8), ~th

should use instead

the final result

erg/cm2 sec.

.

[

w

* hoe -Hs/cds
()

=*nog ~ .
J

‘E

With no = 10-75 galaxies/cm3,

H=30@kx

of London,

see, which

10-18 see-l (C. W.

Athlone Press, 2nd

the ga-

X = 4 x 1043 erg/see (M = - 20.3), and

Allen, Astrophysical Quantities, Univ.

Ed’n. 1963), one findscpa 10-4 erg/cm2

is far too great (just visible flux * 10-7, m = 6).

10. The relativistic parameters of a particle are exploited

(rather naively) in Appendix I to obtain physically correct properties

of a “gas” of such particles.

2. The Lorentz transformation. Let ~ and ~’ be inertial frames,

the position space of ~’ having constant velocity Uo of magnitude

uo~ IUOI < c, relative toX. For such frames, the Lorentz transforma-

tion defines a one-to-one correspondence

(R,t) N (R’,t’)

between all events of ~ and X*, corresponding “four vectors” being re-

garded as the “same event,” as it appears in the two frames.



Parallel spatial axes S,8’ may always be chosen so that the spatial

origin O’ of ~’ moves on the X-axis of ~ in the positive direction, its

velocity U. having components (U0,0,0)8; and the time so measured that

O’ coincides with O at t = O = t’. For this standard configuration,

dicated in Fig. 2.1, the Lorentz transformation assumes the form

(L) x =yo(x’+uot’) y= y’ z z’=

t = yo(uoc-ax’+t’)

h
where PO s Uo/C < 1, and y. = l/(1-po2) z 1.

/

in-

/ ~,u=(uo,o;o)

FIG. 2.1

The inverse of (L) and other transformations derived from it re-

sults from the formal substitution - u + u
o 0, and interchange of primed

and unprimed variables.

17



From this simple form, all physically meaningful inferences may be

drawn. The most important one is the invariance relation

R2 - ~2t2 = #2 - ~2t,2 (1)

existing

and

between corresponding events, from which we conclude

R2 = ~2t2 if and only if R’2 = c2t’2 (2)

R2< c2t2 ,, ,, ,, ,, ,2< c2t,20
R (3)

the same relations govern the event (R,t).

t = yo(uoc-2x’+t’), we see that Ix’1 S IR’

luc_2x’1 <t’, andt>0. Inthis wayweo

Moreover, /2 ~ 2 /2if for an event (R’,t’) we have R _ c t

For, in the formula

s et’ while U. < c.

establish the further

R2~c2t2&t>ojf~d

These are formal properties of the

assume added significance in ~h.

)2 ~ c2t / 2only if R _ &t’>o.

transformation itself, which will

Hence

result

(4)

Of immediate relevance here is the “time dilatation” effect, with

its implications for the life time of a moving particle. Consider two

times t:< t; at the same point R; in ~’, observed in Zas times tl smd

‘2“ The situation is schematized in Fig. 2. From (L) we find, for the

corresponding events

(Rl,tl) * (R:,t~) and (R2,t2) * (R~,t~)

‘2 - ‘1 = Youo(t;-t;) Y2 - yl=o ‘2-21=0

‘2 - ‘1 = yo(t:-t;).

that

18



From this we conclude that a free material particle, moving with

speed U. in ~, and having an intrinsic life time T; in its own rest-

frame Z’, appears in Zwith a life time

and to travel a distance

bi = ‘oTi = !30YOCT;●

Note the identification of the particle parameters vi, @i, yi with the

transformation parameters Uo, f30,yo, and the significant proportion

‘Ti/T:= y. = Ei/ei. (Energy Is the secret of longevity?)

t.

FIG. 2.2

lg



Notes 2.

1. From (2) it appears that IR’I = clt’1 implies IRI = cltl,

picturesquely, “the transformation (L) takes the light cone into the

light cone.” This may be regarded as the basic feature of the Lorentz

transformation. Indeed, it is well known that an arbitrary non-singular

linear transformation of two k-spaces with this formal property assumes

the simple form (L) when spatial sxes are properly aligned by rotations

and units suitably standardized. For a generalization, see Appendix II.

2. In practice, given spatial axes are usually not in the standard

configuration of Fig.2.1, and auxiliary rotations are required in order

to apply the simple transformation (L). These are discussed in Appendix

III, which will be referred to when necessary. An alternative device iS

afforded by the “vector form” of the transformation,which may be derived

in the following wsy.

Y 3P

FIG. 2.3
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If R’ is a vector

vector, the projection

in Euclidean space, and Y. is an arbitrary unit

Of R’ OXl Y. iS

IR’] COS 8’= IR’I (R’oYo)/lR’]cIYol=R’.YO .

The component Rfiof R’, parallel to Yo, is therefore

Rfi= (R’*YO)YO (*)

and the vector R: - R’ - R; is then orthogonal toYo since R~”Yo = O.

Now, if (R,t) - (R’,t’) are corresponding events in the two frames

~,~’ of this section, and U. = UOYO (u. > O), Y. being the direction of

relative motion, we may resolve R and R’ relative to Y. as indicated

above. From (L) we then see

that R“YO = YO[(R’*YO) + uot’]

whence %1 = (RcYO)YO = YoRfs+ youot’yo

while RL =R~.

Hence R= RL + RI!=

=R~+Rfi+

or R= R’ + {(yo-l)(#*yo) + yoUot’]yo

while t =yo[uoc-2(R’OYo) + t’].

R: + YoRf + Youot’yo

(yo-l)R~+ youot’yo

(L)

21



In applications of this vector form of (L), components of R,R’ are

specified on arbitrary parallel axes G@’ in ~,~’. Its inverse, and

that of other transformations derived from it (Notes, $$3J4) resuts

upon the substitution - Yo+ Y. s,ndinterch~e of primed S,ndunprimed

variables.

3. A particle of rest energy ei and energy E1, which travels a

distance b. in ~between birth and decay, has an intrinsic life time

k.e.

time

life

*
NOBO @oYo = (Y02+ and y. = Ei/ei.

For example, aEO particle (TABLE III) of rest energy 1314 Mev and

545 Mev traveling 3 cm in its ~ life time has an intrinsic life

-10
T: = 10 sec.

J.

4. In order to cover a distance bi > 0 in z during an intrinsic

time ~~, a particle must have speed
L

2*
u=o @+(c’r;/bi) 1

*
and energy Ei = ei[l+(bi/cT~)2] .

~us an earth dweller with 40 Y to live,who wishes to visit a-

Centauri, 4 LY away, must travel at the modest speed c/~, with a k.e.

*

‘i = ei[(l-t-10-2)-1] - ei/200. 4

.

22



If his rest-mass is mi = 105 grams (neglectingthe ship:) then ki =

500 C2 erg (1 kilo-ton high ewlosive yields -4 x 1019 erg).

5. If a source of photons at O’ in ~’ (Fig. 2.1) emits two photons,

in direction’ = (- 1, 0, O), at times t; > t~ > 0 resp., their times

T.> T, > 0 of arrival at O in ~will have the difference
L J.

‘2-T1=

Hence if the source

ceived at O is

.
(t2-tJ + c-hx2-xJ = yo(l+po)(t;-t;) .

emits N’ such photons/see, the number N per sec re-

N=N’/yo(l-@o) = N’YO(l-PO)O

This is precisely the formula governing the energy degradation of each

photon, but is quite an independent effect. (cf. $5. )

6. A statement dual to that connoting time dilatation reads:

Consider two points R;, R; at the same time t: in ~’, observed as the

- Rl~ R2 in ~. For the corresponding events

(Rl>tl) - (R~,t~) (R2,t2) * (R;,t~)

we obtain from (L) in this case

‘2 - ‘1
= yo(x:-x;) Y2 -yl=y;-y~

‘2-=1= - z’.
‘; 1

= youoc-a(x;-x:).
‘2 - ‘1

When interpreted as referring to simultaneous observations in ~’

of the ends of a rod in its own rest frame ~, we find that

23



‘; - ‘; =y;+x2-xJ s (X2-X1)

i.e., the dimension in the direction of relative motion appears less

by factor y~l in ~’. (Fitzgerald contraction.)

3 . The velocity transformation. If (Ri(t),t) N (R~(t’),t’) are

trajectories in.Z,.Z’,with

via (2L), the system

‘i =yo[x;(t’) +

component events correlated as in $2, then,

Uot’) yi = Y;(t’) ‘i = Z;(t’)

t syo{uoc-ax:(t’) + t’}

defines a t’-parameterization of the trajectory (Ri(t),t). Since

dRi/dt = (dRi/dt’)/(dt/dt’),we obtain the (non-linear:)transformation

(v) v.lx = (v;x+uo)/d~

4
‘ yod~ d;= (Uoc-2V~x+l)>0‘iy = ‘i

‘iz = v;zlYod;

for the instantaneous velocities Vi = dRi/dt, Vi = dR~/dt’ (referred to

standard axes) at corresponding events on the two trajectories. Note

that U.

We

we find

< c, and lv~xl S lV~l S c (assumed in ~’) insures d; > 0.

now obtain from (V) the transformation for speed v. From (Vi)

(suppressing i for the moment)
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8

. or

d’2(vx2-c2) ) = (V&lo)2 - (UoC-1V#C)2 = (V:2-C2)/yo2

V 2- C2 = (V;2-C2)/~ 2d’2.x o

Combining this with (V2,3) results in

VX2 + V 2 + V 2- C2 = (V’2+V’2+V’2-C2)/~ 2d’2.
Y z x Yz o

Hence, the speeds vi s lVil andv~= lV~l satis~

(v) 22
‘i-c = (v;2-C2 )/yo2d:2.

We conclude that v;

v. =cifandonlyifv~1

jectories. In case v: <

(v + +) 2 -2 i
l/(l-vic ) =

S c in Z’ implies vi S c in ~, and moreover,

= c at corresponding events of arbitrary tra-

C, v+ < c, we obtain from (v) the law
A

-2)*
yod;/(1-v;2c .

holding for tra-

for their compo-

view of the relations V. = v.Y1 = ~ and Vi = v:Y:

directions where viv~ # O, the transformation

In

Jectory

nents relative to the standard axes S,S’ (Fig. 2.1) follows at once from

(V). Writing

) and Y: = (a~xza;yja:z)~,Yi = (aix~aiy$aizS

we obtain

(Y)

s

I
I

I

d‘ yoD:aiy = ai

aiz = a~z/YoD~
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where we have set p; s uo/v!
1

and -2vlal
‘; = Uoc + 1.i ix

For vi we must of course use its evaluation

*
vi = [c2+(v;2-c2)/yo2d;2]

in terms of ~’ parameters, as provided by (v).

This involved transformation is by-passed in most problems by a

device given in $4. It

cross sections however,

evaluation

‘; =[(a~x+p~)2

in terms of the essential

~ required for transformation of differential

and for that reason we include the explicit

parameters a~-. and
LA

To verify (1), we note (suppressing i)

D ‘2= d12v2/vt2 = (d’c/v’)2 + y;2(&C2V’-2)

(1)

= (uoc-la#cv’-1)2 + y~2 - ‘2 2 ‘-2yocv

= f302a~2
+ *tal + c2v/-2

x i-y;p - (1-U02C-2)C2V’-2

= (1-y~2)aJ2 + 2p’a~ + y~2 + p’2

which yields (l).

For the application referred to, we require the relation

(Yl) Cos ql = (Cos $~P;)b;
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which gives the important relation between aix

for the angles ~i,~~ made by a trajectory with

i.e., with the direction of relative motion of

the X,X’ axes of Fig. 2.1,

the frames.

Using the value ofD~ in (l), we find, for p; fixed, the derivative

(2)

Whenvi=c= vi (as is the case for the trajectories of an im-

material pe,rticle),these results become greatly simplified, since then

D: . d; = ~oa~x+.

Specifically, in this case,

1 and p; =po.

(Ye) six= (a~x+f30)/(~oa~x+l)

a. = a’Xy J (Pi Yo oa~x+l)

aiz = a~z/Yo(@oa~x+l)

and daix/da~x = Y~2/(130a~x+l)2.

Finally, we derive the

(V)-l V:x= (vix-uo)/di

(expected) inverse of (V), namely

‘i
= (-Uoc-%ix.tl)>0

(2C)

v! =lZ vizlYodi”
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From (Vi),

I

- uoc-2(vixd~) = -

=-

=-

U C-*v/ - * 2=-2
o ix o

(Uoc-%;x+l) + (1-U02C-2)

●

-2d~+yo .

Therefore, (-uoc-2vix+l)d:= Y~2.

-2
lt ‘O1lOws ‘hat ‘id; = ‘fOy di>O and

(d) (Yodi)(Yod~) = 1

where di is defined as in (V)-l. With this established, the last two

equations of (V)-l follow trivially from those of (V) while

results simply from solving (Vi) for v~x, using the formula

(v).

Notes 3.

the first

for d; in

1. The “vector form” of the velocity transformation (V) follows

from Note 2.2. For,

dRi/dt’= v;+ {(yo-l)(v;*Yo)+youo]l!o

dt/dt‘ =yo{uoC-2(v:*yo) -1-1] = yod:

so

(v) Vi = (yod~)-l[V~+ i(yO-l)(V~OYo) + YOUO]YO]

● I
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We have as before (yodi)(yod:)=1

where d~= {-uoc-2(vi*Yo) + 1].

(d)

20 I?HXI(V) and the relations Vi = viYi, V; = v~Y~ one obtains

the vector form of

(Y) Yi = (yoD~)-l[Y~+ {(yo-l)(Y~oYo)+YoP~]Yo]

where p’ si uo/v;, D: E d;vi/v~, and d: is defined in (V) above.

Explicitly,

D~=([Y; 0Yo+p:]2+y:2[l - (Y~”Yo)2]]
+

which reduces, for v = c .
i v;, p; =@o, to

3. One easily obtains the relation

between $i and $; by division of

*

.



4. The momentum-mass transformation. The preceding results, in-

volving no reference to nELSS,mELybe reg~ded as purely kinematic as-

pects of the Lorentz transformation. Suppose now that a particle of

ch. mass mass m’ Z O, mass M’i i = M~(t’)> O moves on the trajectory

(R~(t’),t’) in ~’, appearing in ~ as a particle of ch. mass mi)

mass M. = Mi(t), on the corresponding trajectory (Ri(t),t), the frames1

being related as in Fig. 2.1. We shall assume (Cf. Note 5) that

(m) = m’‘i i and

(M) d/ ~ u C-2VI
io ~x+l

are the laws of transformation for the ch. mass, and mass, of an arbi-

trary particle. Note that (3d) provides the inverse of (M).

The relation (M), combined with the (non-linear)velocity trans-

formation (3v), yields a transformation for the momentum-mass 4-vector

Pi,Mi of a particle which is not only linear, but has the same matrix as

(2L) itself. Thus,

(m) Pi~ =

P. =ly

P. =lZ

‘i =

The formal

‘ivix ! +U )/d:= yod:M~”(v=x o = Yo(P~x+uoM~)

‘iviy = yod~M;evi
d
‘ yod: = ply

‘iviz = yod~M~•v~z/yod~ = P;z

yod~Mj = yo(uoc-2v:x+l)M~ = Yo(uoC-2P~x+M:).

properties of (2L) derived in $2 imply here that, at

corresponding events on the trajectories of a particle, one has
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b

b

2- C%iz. ~’z. ,2MJ2
‘i i i

(1)

2=C%fz if and only if P;2 = C%;2‘i (2)

‘i2< C%iz “ “ “ “ P;2 c C%f (3)

‘i
2Sc%i2&Mi>0 “ “ “ “P:2Sc%’2&M’>0. (4)i i

It fO11OWS from (1) and (4) that the validity condition of Th. 1.1

is preserved by the momentum--mass transformation. For example, if P.1

~ (Z O) in ~, then P:and M are “valid” parameters for the ch. mass mi

and M;, as computed from (IM)-l, are valid for the same m~in~’. The

import of (2) and (3) for the speed of a particle is manifest.

The transformation makes it clear that a particle is “free” in Z

(pi Constmt) ifmd Onlyif it is free in~’.

An obvious scaling of (IM) yields the analogous transformation

(cPE) Cpix=yo(C&+~oE;) Cpiy = Cp:y Cpiz
= Cp!lZ

‘i = YO(BOCP:X+E:)

for the energy parameters of a particle. The inverse results from the

usual interchange of variables and the substitution - p0-’ PO*

The latter equations afford a simple means of computing

*
Cpi = (Ei2-ei2)

and the direction relations (3’f)for Yi = cPi/cpi, Y; = cP~/cp~

in the form aix = dcPi#cPi aiy = cPi cP~ aiz = cPiz/cPi* (Y)
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In particular, cos vi = E’)/cP.. (Yl)YO(CP; Cos *:+PO ~ ~

Explicit evaluation leads of course to the previous result ($3) where

the formula for Ei

Cos +i =

showing the direct

in (cPE), one

Cp;x between the

easily obtains

above form of (Yl) and

(5)

dependence of cos ~+ on E~, for a given ~’ energy E:.
J. A J.

For an immaterial particle, e, = O) and (5) has the simpler form

or

(cf. $6

1.

(5C)

A

Cos qi = {1- (IC;/YoIZi)l/f30

Ei = E;y;l/(l-@ocos ~i).

for a geometric interpretation.)

Notes 4.

The “vector form” of (FM) follows from Note 3.1, and the “coor-

dinate free” version of the mass transformation:

(M)

Thus,

(PM)

‘i
= M~yod: d;= UOC-2(V;*YO) + 1.

‘i = Mivi = M:(yod;)v.
1

= P:+ [(yO-l)(P;*l’o)+YOUOM:]YO

‘i =YO{UOC-2(P;”YO) + M;].
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Scaling fields the energy parameter form

(cm) cPi= CP: + [(yo-l)(cP~oYo)+ Yo@oE~]Yo

‘i
= yo@o(cP~oYo) + E;].

This will be useful in computation. For the inverse, set - Y. + Y.

and interchange (cPi,Ei) and (cP~,E~). The spatial relations involved

were introduced originally in Note 2.2.

2. The %ector form” of the force transformation is obtained from

(PM) of Note 1. By definition, F; s dP~/dt’, and

‘i = ~i/dt = (Wi/dt’ )/(dt/dt’).

Just as in Note 3.1, we find

dt/dt’ = yod~ where d’ s Uoci -%;*YO) + 1

and, &om Note 1.1, the relation (1.4), interpreted in ~’, yields

~/dt’ = c-2F~●V:.

Computing ~i/dt’ from (FM) and using these results, we have

(F) ‘i = (yod~)-l[F:+ I(yo-l)(F~oYo)+ yo130C-l(F~*V~))Yo] ●

For components on the standard axes of Fig. 2.1, we need only set

Y. = (1,0,0) to obtain

Fix = ~F:x + ~oC-l(F:‘Vi)]/d~
-1 ,d; = ~oc vix+ 1

4
~ yod~

‘iy = ‘i ‘iz = F;z/yod;.
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3. (Biot-Savart cum Lorentz law) In a long but straightforward

way, without reference to electromagnetic fields, we derive a relativ-

istic version of the vector product force law for two moving charges,

assuming as primitive only the electrostatic force. This derivation

would seem to indicate an analogous force law for gravity.

For i = 0,1, let i be a psrticle of charge ~ (esu) inz. We suP-

pose q. moves with constant velocity Uo = uoYo on its trajectory

(Ro(t),t), (essential-) mpertubed by ql, which travels with

Vi(t) on (Rl(t),t). In the rest frame ~’ of qo, ql appears on

responding trajectory (R~(t’),t’),which we suppose determined

by the Coulomb force exerted on ql by q. fixed at R:, namely

dP:/dt’ = F;= C’AR’

)3where AR’ = R~(t’) - R: and C’ = qlqo/lAR I

Y VI1

/

Uo *O

z z’
ql;Rl(t’),t’

x

v,

/
z

q,,Rl(t),t

q.
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From Note 2, the force of q. on ql at Rl(t),t in ~ is

F1 = (yod;) [{ 1‘1 F; + 8oF;~% + yo~oc-%~”v~o , b. = y. -1 (8)

where F~,V~ are evaluated at the corresponding event R~(t’),t’ in ~’.

Applyim (L)-l of Note 2.2 to the ~events (Rl(t),t) and (Ro(t)Yt)~

we see that

ARi a R~(t’) - R’ = AR+ 80(AROY )Y (9)
o 00

where AR = Rl(t) - Ro(t). Substituting (6) in (8), recalling that

(yod~)-l = yodl, and using (9), we find

‘1=C’yo [{ 1dlAR i- dlbo(AR+AR’)‘Y. + POC%R’ “V~Yodl)}Y. ● (lo)

we will write fio= Uo/C and 71 = Vi/CO me% by definition}

‘1 = - UOC-2(V1.YO) i-1 = 1- 71”tio

so that, in (10),

dl~ s AR - VIOtioAR. (11)

Turning to the bracket in (10), we have for the first term, using

(9)

d1bo[2AR+ bo(ARoYo)Yo]*Yo

= d150{2AR*Yo+ boAR”Yo] = d1(yo2-l)AR*Yo (12)

= d1f302y02AR”Yo= d1@oyo2AR*fio.
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From (9), and (V)-l of Note 3.1, the final bracket term in (10) is

f30[AR+ bo(AR”Yo)Yo]”[~l+ @o~l”Yo - yo@o]Yo]

= @oAR*~l - dlyo2~oAR”60.

Combining this with (12) and (11) we have finally, from (10)

‘1 =C’YOIAR - (TIOUO)AR+ (71.AR)nol

q.lqoYo
=—[AR+VIX (60 XAR)I

~AR’13

where AR = Rl(t) - Ro(t) and AR’ = AR+ (YO-l)(AROYO)Yo“

By the same argument, we should obtain, on the basis

gravitational force in Z’, namely

dP:/dt’ = F~=N’AR’

where N’ =@mA/lAR’13, the apparent force

‘ G M#oYo

‘1 = —(l-VIOUO) [AR+VIX (~ox AR)].
IAR’13

For,

‘; =

‘1 -

much

at the

MIYodl

final step, we should have-GM~m-

-J.
and m. = Moyo .

of a primitive

in place of qlqo} wherev

As before, the second part of the force lies in the plane of U. and

Ro, and (however weak) would tend to prcxiucerotation of Ml about a

greater mass Mo.
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4. If (cPi,Ei) -(cp~jE~), i=l,...,I under the (cPE) transforma-

tion, then formally, (~cPi,tii) .U(bP~,fi~) also, by virtue of its

line=ity. Moreover, we know (cP)2 - E2 = (cP’)2 - E’2 for every SUCII

corresponding pair. It follows that not only are all the (cPi)2 - Ei2

invariant, but (bPi)2 - (fii)2 as well. In particular, when I = 2, we

have the identity (cP1+cP2)2 - (E1+E2)2 = (cP1)2 - E12 + (cP2)2 - E22

-E E ) and conclude that the function CP10CP2 - E1E2 is an+ 2(CP1*CP2 ~ z

invariant too.

Such invariant often allow elegant derivations of parameter values.

For example, to obtain the energy E; of a particle 1, in the rest-frame

~’ ofa second, material particle 2, these having known parameters

cPi,Ei in ~, one need only note that, since cP~ = O and E; = e2 in z’,

one must have

cPl*cP2 - E E = O - E’e12 12

so that E;= (ElE2-cPl.cP2)/e2.

The whole story may of course be obtained from (CPE)-l of Note 1,

where i = l) and 130~yo~Y!oare the %arsmeters of psrticle 2, namely

Po= CP2/E2, Y = E2/e2, Y = Cp2/CP2. (me case CP2 = O is trivial.)o 0

Note. The relativistic invariant R2 - c2t2 and (cP)2 - E2 in-

volve the same parameters as the Heisenberg uncertainty principles

IARlIAPI ~ h/2n ~ AtAE.

For the significance of

in relativistic quantum

this and the invariance status of the principles

mechsnlcs, I have no reference.
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5. The laws of transformation (m) and (M) are not derivable from

(2L) alone. It is clear from the properties of particles assumed in $1,

and the kinematic results of $3 concerning speeds, that at least the

%aterialitytt of a psrticle must be an invariant, so certainly mi = m;

(= O) for an immaterial one. If one regards the rest mass of a material

particle as an intrinsic property, with mi = m; axiomatic, then the mass

law (M) follows at once from the definition ($1) of the masses Mi,M~and

the speed relation (3@). Huwever, we cannot deduce (M) for the com-

pletely independent mass of an immaterial particle, and consider it an

additional assumption

It is interesting

quences of the “axiom”

warranted by all experimental evidence.

(mathematically)to note the following conse-

(M).

(a) Combined with (3v) it

of Pi2- c%.’. This, together1

“validity.”

‘i =

This

both

(E)

implies directly

with (m) insures

the

the

formal invariance

invariance of

(b) For a psrticle with m; >0 in

m’, and (m) is entirely redundant.i

~’, (M) and (3@ ) imply that

(c) As shown, (M) implies the transformation (FM) for all particles.

enters in a fundamental way in transmutations involving particles of

kinds, and leads to no contradiction with experiment.

(d) The law (M) implies the energy transformation

‘i
= E:yod:

and hence also (assuming h = h’:) the transforution
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(v) ‘i =v:yod;

for the frequency parameter vi E Ei/h of an s.rbitr~ particle. The

significance’of this for photons is next considered.

5. The Doppler effect. A free immaterial.particle, with direction

Y; and energy

2.1), appears

(Yc) aix

E;, in a frsme ~’ related to ~ in the standard way (Fig.

as such a particle in the latter frame with direction (!3)

= (a~x@o)/d’i = ataiy i4 yod: aiz = a~z/yod~

and energy (~4)

(E)

~us a photon of energy hv~,

‘: ~$oa~x + 1.

moving in ~’ in the transverse direc-

tion Y; = (O,1,0)S/ has energy hvi = hv~yo Z hv~ and direction Yi =

(Po~Y~l)O)S inZ.

On the other hand, if its direction in ~’ is opposite to the motion

of ~’ in~, then Y; = (-1,0,0) = Yi, and

hvi = hv:yo(l-~o) S hv~.

Moreover, N’ such @otons/sec emitted at O’ in ~’ arrive at O in ~ at a

rate N = N’yo(l-~o) S N’

satisfying the same formal transformation (Note 2.5).
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Notes 5.

1. In certain experiments, a “plane monochromatic

wave frequency

of energy hf’.

tion

f’ (in Z’) acts

Such a wave is

like a beam of particles

light wave,” of

(photons)

described at (R’,t’) in terms of a

each

func-

.L

where R’=Y~ is the projection of R’ on

It follows easily from the “kinematic”

A’ sin 2tic-lf’(R’*Y~-ct’)

the direction Y: of wave motion.

-;relations (2L) ,(3d),(Yc)-1alone

that the angle here involved appears as

2y(c-lf(R.Yi-et)

at the corresponding

(f) f = f’yod~

event (R,t) in ~, where

(relativisticDoppler equation). Granting that the wave in ~behaves as

a beam of photons Of energy hf, one concludes that @oton energy Ei must

transform as in (E). The situation for neutrinos is perhaps less convinc-

ing.

2. It appears from the final.remarks of this section that the energy

flux in a beam of photons such as described there should transform accord-

ing to the relation

e se’yop(l+o)p 2erg/cm sec.
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.*

.

In the wave picture, ~ may be related to the average magnitude of the

Poynting vector (wave intensity), which is proportional to the square

of the “amplitude”A of the wave. It may be shown (Einstein,Ann. Phys.,

Lpz., 17, 1905, p. 891) that

A2=A’2y02(l-fjo)2
2

is tie transformation law for A ~ although this is not so “elementary” as

the frequency result.

3. (“Flux now-distance now” relation.) In the standard configura-

tion of $2, an isotropic point source at O’ in its

stantly emits N’ photons/see of energy hv~, and is

O in ~with speed U. > 0. Photons emitted at tl >

own rest frame Z’con-

receding radially from

o, xl = uotl are re-

ceived at O at a later time T1 > tl, when O’ has reached Xl = UOT1 in ~.

From (2L)-1, we see that the ~ events of emission (x,,t,) and arrival

(O,T1) appear

in Z’ at time

namely

LA

in~’ as (O,y~ltl), and (-yoX1,yoT1). The numerical

YOT1 is uniform over the sphere of radius yoXl about

flux

o’,

N’/4Yt(yoXl)2 photons/cm2 sec.

Due to the rate diminution of Note 2.5 and the energy degradation of (E)

in the direction Y; = (-l, O,O)gt, the energy flux observed at O in ~ is

@ = ~N’yo(l-Po)/%o~12] hV:yo(l-f30)

= (S/4XX12)(1+.)2 erg/cm2 sec (1)
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where S s N’hv’i

distance from O

The energy

is the intrinsic luminosity of the source, and Xl is its

in ~ at the time its flux is observed at O.

degradation results in a Doppler red shift

~= (M’ )/A’ =

in the wave length of the

N.B. There has been

Y O (l+BO ) - 1 = El. + * B02+ ““” (2)

light received.

some controversy about the flux formula (l).

The result is usually given in the formo = (S / %rp2)Yo2(l-Po)2J *==

p should be the ~’ radius yoX1. (Cf. H. P. Robertson, Zeitschrift *

Astrophysik, 15, 1938, p. 77.)

4. If the observed red shift of Hubble’s law (Note 1.8) is due to

radial recession of galaxies, with speeds U. constant in time, one in-

fers that uo/c = PO= ~ = ~~Hs/cwhenceuo = U1(S)~ S/T iS tie

speed of a gal= now at distance S(T ~ l/H- 1010 Y). This implies

a “big bang” around 1010 Y ago, and of course the decrease of Hubble’s

“constant” with time.

Within the framework of special relativity, the assumption of a

Doppler shift z = Yo(l+@o) - 1, together with the flux formula (1), with

aversge S assumed: @ = s/4TTs%-130)-2, s ~ Xl, implies a luminosity

distance (Note 1.8) D = s(l-@o)-l = s(l~)/2, where~ z (1+z)2, and

hence a relation m = M

ing s as a function of

z s Hs/c, the argument

+25- 5 log 2+ 5 {log s+ log (1+~)], determin-

Z (or Uo) via the observable m and z. If

of Note 1.9 leads to an Olbers’ flux
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v= .125 (n-2)noS(c/H),no= density=.

6. me momentum ellipsoid. In ~sslng from~’ to ~,

that the momenta of

the relation

a particle i, referred to the standard

we saw in $4

axes, are in

(1)
Fix Piy = P;y Piz = p;z.= YOUOM; + Yop;x

terminate on a sphereIfp~= lP~

of radius b

is fixed,

s p: about
.L

geometric construction

then all possible momenta P;

the origin O’ of Z’ momentum space. The following

for the momentum Pi, corresponding to a given such

nature of the transformation.

A second concentric sphere

the given vector P: represented
L

An associated point Q; is

%x = (YOP;)COS $: =

as its coordinates.

of revolution in Xt

J.

From

of

in

P;Cos $;>helps in visualizing the

radius a ~ YoP~ > P; iS i=ined~ and

the plane of the paper as in Fig. 1.

next located, by the construction shown, with

YOP;X> ~;y = P;f q;z’ P;z (2)

(2), one sees that

momentum space, namely

Q; ranges over an ellipsoid

/2 12 /2
‘ix ql

(e)
qiz = ~+++— .

(YOP;)2 P; P;2
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FIG. 6.1

If we now set up, with parallel axes, a momentum space for ~, with

origin O; at (-yoUoM~,O,O), it is clear that the point Q;, referred to

these axes, has the components required of P, in (1), and hence the vec-

tor from O; to Q; represents Pi.

The formulas (Y) of $$3,4 govern the

figure. In particular, the dependence of

J.

directions of P;

Cos q+ on cos $:

and Pi in the

is given by
A J.

(Yl), where the p: involved msy be written in any of the forms
J.

P; /’== uo/v: = M;uo pi

The ratio yoeoE~/yocp~ is

figure similar to Fig. 1,

YOUOM:

YoUoM~/YoP: = Yo130E;/YoCPi‘ = O~O’/a (3)

indicated for use with energy parameters, in a

its momenta

P; YOP; P; Pi

b

.
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being replaced by the corresponding energies (cf. Fig. 2)

YOPOE; cP~ yocp; CP; CP ●i

FIG. 6.2

It 1S clear from the figure that> as $; v~ies (in -X’ P~e) fi~ d

to 18Cf’,the behavior of~i in ~will. depend upon the position of O;

with respect to the ellipsoid ~. Since pi = uo/v~ = O~O’/a~ the fol-

lowing cases arise:

Case I. (uo<v~, O; inside~) $1 also ranges from d’ to lM .

Case II. (U. = vi} O: on ~) $1 ranges from Cf’to a limiting @

at the tangent plane.

Case III. (u. > v;~ O: outside ~ ) $~ ranges
u

value ~i (opening of t~en; ccme)

each angle $1 < ~i arises from two

two different values of pi.

A

and thence back

distinct $: and

from tito amaximal

to d . In this case,

therefore appears with

}+5



These three cases are also distinguished by the inequa~ties

Po2E~2 ~ (cp~)2 = E~2 - ei2

or <f
‘i~o 5 ‘i (Y.; Y; if ei >

Note throughout that Uo, PO, y. pertain to the

(4)

o). (5)

relative velocity

U. = UO’YOof the frames,

of the particle i.

while all parameters with subscript i are those

Notes 6.

1. What is wrong with Fig. 2? (Deduce the value of ei.)

2. An ellipse with semi-axes a> b > 0 may be described as the

locus of a point which maintains a fixed ratio c (eccentricity,O< e c 1)

between its distances from a fixed point F (focus) and a fixed line D

(directrix). If b > 0 is the distance from F to D, a polar coordinate

equation of the curve is therefore p/(&I-p cos (3)= e, or

The relation

p = &/(1-e Cos e).

between ?i,eand a,b is given by

e = (1-b2a-2)
*

5 = b2/ae

andf= ae is the distance from F to the center.

For the elliptic section of Fig. 1, b = P;, a = yop~, and hence

E = POY 8 = P;IYOPO) snd f = yo~op~ = YoUoM:(V:/C) ~ YouoM~ = O~O’e
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The origin O;

O’ than the (left)

(mi = O). In such

in the above polar

of momenta P is therefore never closer to the centeri

focus F, and coincides with It if and only if v; = c

a case, the dependence of pi on ~i is that of p on 0

for% namely, p, = P;y~l/(1-f3.cos $.) and therefore
J. .Lu- U J.

also E~ =E;y~l/(l~A COS$4). (Cf. (5c) of$4.)
4. .I.W u A

3* It is a simple exercise (not requiring

the maximal angle ~i in Case III is given by

calculus) to show that

*
tanq= l/yo(P;2-1) > p;= o ~u /vt > 1.

4. If Fig. 1, scaled for energy parameters, has cP~ = 3) YocP~ = 52

yopoE~ = 20/3, one may infer from this alone that y. = 5/3, @o = 4/5,

‘; = 5, ei = 4. Note the necessity, in all such figures, of the rela-

tion E; z cp~, as reflected by the condition 0~0’/b = yo~oE~/cP~ Z yopo

+- (yo2-1) , equivalently, 0~0’/f Z 1, as in Note 2.

and

5. Note from the figure the ol>viousrelation

compare with the value given in Note 3.3, yoD~

v /Mtv~ = MiVi/M:V~.=“Yod;M; i i i

6. Since the matrices in the (R,t) Iarentz transformation and the

momentum-mass transformation are identical, a figure similar to Fig. 1

relates the corresponding

particle with the momenta

displacements (ARi,Ati) * (AR~,At~) of a free

shown, the basic parameters



being replaced by

All

the distances

proportions in the two figures are identical, in particular

P;/Pi = sin ~i/sin $; = IAR;l/lARil.



CHAFTER II

CIASSES OF SYSTEM3

7. Systems of particles. A system S = s(mi}occ~~) in a frame Z

is defined as a set of I Z 1 triads (Pi, Mi, mi), i = 1,...,1, of con-

stant valid parameters, together with a specific set of trajectories

Ri(t) = Rio+ Vit, -~< t<m (Vi s M~~i), and iS consideredto repre-

sent a set of I free physical particles in the time interval.At of its

duration. The

during At, and

The total

“mathematical object” S may thus be regarded as “real”

“virtual” otherwise.

momentum, mass, and ch. mass of S are denoted by

P. =

Similarly, CPO, E. = MOC2,

M. =~Mi

2and es = msc designate

%=zmi”

the corresponding

energy-parameter totals

~= Eo-eS.

The center of mass

of S. Its total kinetic energy is therefore

(CM) of the system is the point

RS = M;l ~ MiRi.

Since the Mi are constant, its velocity is

%
= M;l x MiVi = M:%o.
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I
A system S with all velocities Vi identical we call coherent, im-—

material if the common speed is

it is less (hence having &ll mi

VC of a coherent system is that

● -1

c (hence all mi = O), or material if

>0). Obviously the common velocity

of its CM:

‘c = Rs = M;%o.

Concerning prove the following fundamental

Theorem 1.

conditions

Moreover,

systems, we

The totals

MO>O &

P’o = c2(Mo2-mS2)

Proof ● Clearly Mo~ ~

inequalities insure that

Po, MO) ms of a system S(mi) satisfy the

P’ s)
~ c’(M ‘-m 2 .

0 0

if and only if S is coherent.

Mi > 0. The classical “polygon” and “Cauchy”

.

The known properties of the inequalities cited imply that equality holds

between the above extremes if and only if both

(a) all Pi (equivalently,all M~%i - Vi) are unidirectional, @

(b) Mi-mi = C(Mi+mi), i = 1,...,1, for some constant C Z O.

Clearly, (b) is true if and only if all ratios mi/Mi are equal.

‘V 2 s Pi2 = c2(Mi2-mi2), so (b) is also equivalentBut, for each i, Mi i
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to the identity of

2+
Ipol =C(Mo2-~ )

S is coherent.

Corollary 1.

all magnitudes IVi]. It follows that

if and only if all velocities Vi are identical, i.e.$

For the CM velocity of a system S, one has always

l~s[ S c, with equality if and only if S is coherent-immaterial.

Proof. This is apparent from Th. 1, and the relations I~Sl = M~%o,

PO* S c2(Mo2-~2) ~ C%02.

Note 7.

1. The basic inequality underlying Th. 1 maybe stated in various

ways, none very “elegant” in fOrme For example:

If Wl, ....W1 are vectors of an inner-product space, with all

IW4 I 51, and a,,...,% are positive members of sum ~ a, = 1, then~. 4.

(z aiwi)z +

Equality holds if and

ai E

For the Theorem,

Mi/Mo.

A second version

L(’-%7T’1*‘
only if all W. are identical.J.

one takes WI ~ Vi/c

reads: For n,umbers

in Euclidean s-space, and

‘i
Z O and vectors Qi$

.

(i :?where the condition for equality is that all Qi/ e 2+Q be identical.

(me te~s in the above bracket are,assumed positive.)
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8. me class of a system. Since all

the total momentum and mass of the systems

define the class {PO,MO] s [cPO,EO] of @_J

trmsmutations A + S conserve

involved, it is convenient to

systems A,S,... having the

same total momentum P. and mass Mo, regardless of the number and nature

of their individual ch. masses. A (concurrent) system A being given,

its totals PO,MO define its class, and the possible systems S which may

result from its transmutation are all those in the class having the same

point of concurrence. The present chapter, which studies the totality

of systems belonging to a given class is therefore of immediate relevance

for Ch. III, which deals with transmutations

of the initial system A.

For the class parameters PO,MO there is

“validity condition” of

as such, stressing the r~le

first of all the simple

Theorem 1. A number M. and vector P. are possible values for the

total mass and momentum of a system S, and so define a non-empty class

[PO,MO], if and only if M. >0, and P02 5 C%02, i●., lM~%ol S c ●

Proof. If S is a system with totals PO,MO, and total ch. mass mS,

then byTh. 7.1, we know Mo> O and P02S c2(Mo2-~2) S C%02.

Conversely, a pair MO,PO with the stated properties may serve as

system “totals” for any system So(mo)of I = 1 particle, with ch. mass

m. Z O defined by the validity condition for particle parameters (Th.

1.1)

.

.

P02 = c2(Mo2-mo2).
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It is therefore clear that a non-empty class {PO,MO] contains a

representative (system of one) particle, with particle parameters
.

(Po,Mo,mo), velocity U. = M~%o, speed U. = IUo], and trajectory (say)

R = Uot. As for any particle, we have the basic relationsof ~1 for its

parameters:

E. = MOC2 e = moc20 E. = eo+k
o @o= Uolc

M2U2
00 = P02 = c2(Mo2-mo2,

or Eo2@02 = (CPO)2 = E02 - eo2

+
70 s 1/(1-$02) = Mo/mo = Eo/eo

While all these

a particle, they are

termined solely from

momentum and mass of

(m. >0, Uo< c)

(U. > o).

quantities gain concreteness as

a priori functions of the class

(1)

the parameters of

{PO,MO], being de-

the values of PO,MO, which are in turn the total

each system of the class. We may therefore properly

refer to U. as the class velocity. Also} for reasons which will soon be

apparent, m. is called the critical mass of the class, and e. = moc2 its—.

critical energy.

Corollary 1. The class velocity Uo is the CM velocity of every

system of the class, and therefore the common velocity VC of every co-

herent system of the class. Hence, for a coherent system, the total mo-
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mentum P. is distributed smong its particles according to the relation

Pi = MiUo= Mi(M;%.o) = (Mi/Mo)Po.

Proof. From $7, we recall ~S = M;%o= U. for every system, and

‘c = fi~for every coherent system, of class {PO,MO].

Since we have defined m. by the relation PO* = c2(Mo2-mo2) the

principal result of Th. 7.1 may be restated as

Theorem 2. If ms is the total ch. mass of a system S of class

{PO,MO], then necessarily

mo= mso (T)

Equality holds if and only if S is coherent.

Corollary 2. The coherent systems of class {PO,MO], in particular

those like So(mo) consisting of I = 1 particle, possess the greatest

total ch. energy, and hence the least kinetic energy, of all systems in

their class.

Proof. Trivially e. Z es, hence ks - E. - eS Z E. - e. ~ ko.

Notes 8.

1. The pamuneters E. and CPO are the indicated totals for all sys-

tems S of class [PO,MO] s [cPO,EO]. Note however that eo~ moc2, and

ko~Eo-eo (the ch. & kinetic energy of the representative particle)

are ~ system totals es and ~ unless S is coherent.

2. To be precise, all systems S of a given class [PO,MO] are de-
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termined (except for trajectory origins Rio) by

number I, end the parameters (Pi,Mi,mi), of the

the solutions, for the

conditions

(c) 1. ZPi=Po 3 ● 2 = C2(Mi2-mi2)‘i

i =1,..., I;I~l

2. tii=Mo 4. Mi>O,miZO.

3* Choice of the particular trajectory R = Uot for the representa-

tive particle is convenient ($10) but quite arbitrary. We do not of

course imply, or require in the applications, the @ysical existence of

a rest-mass moo

4. One may associate with each system S(mi) of a class an “equiva-

lent” system (i.e., one in the same class) consisting of a single par-

ticle with the trajectory of its own CM, and particle parameters (Po,

Mo,mo). Note: Here, mo, ~ ms, unless S is coherent.

9. The two kinds of classes. We here characterize completely the

coherent systems, and in doing so, emphasize the fundamental distinction

between a class of critical mass m. = O, for which the representative

particle is immaterial, and one with mo> O, hating a material representa-

tive particle, which can be brought to rest by a Lorentz transformation.

Theorem 10 (a) A system S(mi) belongs to a class {PO,MO} of criti-

cal mass m. = O (Uo=c) if and only if it is

(b) Every such system has

lations

‘i = 0 ’ ‘i = ‘i”o’

coherent-immaterial.

parameters satisfying the re-

Pi = fiPo, IZ1
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where the fi are

tains a system S

Proof. (a)

positive, with sum fii = 1.

(c) If [PO,MO] is a given class with m. =

of an arbitrary number I Z 1 of ch. masses

follows from !!%.8.2, and (b) from

is defined as Mi/Mo. For (c), one need only choose

with fii = 1, e.g., fi ~ 1/1, and define Mi = fiMo,

These obviously

Theorem 20

it belongs to a

‘ss % = ‘o”

ditions

O, it con-

‘i = 0“

Cor. 8.1, when fi

~setoffi>O

Pi = fiPoj mi - 0.

satisfy conditions (C) of Note 8.2.

(a) A system S(mi) is coherent-material if and only if

class [PO,MO] with m. > 0 (u. C c), a@ has total ch.

(b) The parameters of such a system

mi > 0, Zmi i :%0==mo, M.=mm1

= mim~%o = miyoUo, I Z 1.‘i

(c) If{Po,Mo] is a given class

are any I z 1 given rest-masses with sum mo~ then

tem S(ml~.o.jy).

withmo> O, andmi>O

[PO,MO] contains a sys-

Proof ● (a) again follows from Th. 8.2. In (b), each particle has

the speed U. of the representative particle, hence Mi/mi = 70 = Mo/mo

yields the stated Mi, and Cor. 8.1 the stated Pi. For (c), we define

the Mi,Pi in terms of the given mi as in (b), and easily verify (C) of

Note 8.2. For (C3), we have from the definitions Pi2 . mi2m~%?02

= mi2m:2c2@02-mo2) = c2(Mi2-mi2)“

satis~ the con-

mj_707

.

4
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Summarizing, we have identified the coherent immaterial systems as

the entire contents of the classes with m. = O, and the material ones as

those particular systems of the classes with mo> O which have the maxi-

mal total ch. mass mo. Every remaining system S is therefore a ~-

coherent member of a class with m. > 0, and consists of at least 2 parti-

cles of total ch. mass ms < mo. We show in the following sections that

every such class does

given ch. masses mi Z

indeed contain systems of any I 2 2 arbitrarily

O, of sumbi< mo.

10. The Z’-frame of a class. Let {PO,MO) be a particular class of

systems S(mi) in ~, with critical mass m. > 0, and class velocity U. of

magnitude Uo< c. The frsme Z’ m oving with this velocity relative to X

will be called the “~’-frame of the class.” In it, the representative

system So(mo) appears at rest, and at the origin O’ of the axes egreed

upon in $2. (Cf. Fig. 2.1 for the standard configuration, and Fig. 2.3

for the general situation.) The transformations of $S2-6, based upon

the class parameters uo,~o,yo defined in $8, relate all events in the

frames ~and ~’.

Thus, each systems Of {PO,MO] appears in~’ as a systems’

in ~’, with the same ch. masses mi Z O, and valid parameters (P~,M~,mi)

rebted to those of S(mi) by the transformations of $4. Namely, for the

standard axes S,8’,

P;x = Yo(Pix-uoMi)

‘: = yo(-uoc-2Pix+Mf).

P:y = Piy P;z = Pi=



Due to linearity, summing on i = 1,....1 yields the same relation

between the system totals P~,M~ and PO,MO, namely

P’ox = YO(POX-UOMO)

M: = yo(-uoc-2p_+M-).

P’ = PoyOy P’ = PozOz

Since P. = MOUO has

terntotals for S’(mi) in

P:=o M: = Mo/yoZ m..

WA u

components (Mouo,O,O)~ it follows that the sys-

Z’ are

From this result, and a similar one

u

based on the inverse transformations,

we may derive

Theorem 1. For a ~class [PO,MO] with mo> O the Lorentz trans-

formations based on the class velocity Uo induce a one-to-one correspond-

ence S * S’ between

class {O,mo} in the

both classes.

Every system S

energy eo, and zero

In particular,

to those of [O,mo]

ternSo(mo) appears

mass m. at rest at

all systems S of [PO,MO] and @.J systems S’ of the

~’-frsme of the class, m. being the critical.mass of

therefore appears in ~’ with total mass mo, total

total momentum; its CM being at rest.

the coherent (material) systems of [PO,MO] correspond

the latter being motionless.

as that of {O,mo], consisting

o’ ●

The representative sys-

of a particle of rest-
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Notes 10. .——

1. The transformation (cPE) of $4 relates the energy-parameters of

S and S’. In the present application we have PO = cpo/Eo and y. = Eo/eo,

so (cPE) may be written with Cpix =

Ei =

We recall here again the simple device

(EoCP~x+CPoE~)/e.

(cpocp~x+EoE~ )/eo.

2 *
cp, = (E4 -e,2), Cos $4 = Cp,Jcp4 ●

A

2. Theorem

following way.

Let {PO,MO]

J. A A AA J.

1 may be generalized end

be an arbitrary ~ class,

the proof simplified in the

of

~’ a second frame with ~ constant velocity

tive to ~. If S(mi) is a system in [PO,MO],

formations insures that (~i )2 - c2(~i )2 is

individual Pi2 - c%i2. It follows that the

critical mass m. Z O, and

(of msgnitude < c) rela-

the linearity of the trans-

invarisnt as well.as the

Z-class appears in Z’ as a

single class, with the same critical.mass mo$ which is therefore an in-

variant also. Since ms = m. is the criterion for a coherent system and

both quantities are invariant, coherent systems are preserved. The lat-

ter is of course obvious from (3V) itself.

11. Systems of zero total momentum. In an arbitrary frame ~’, let

[O,mo] be a class of systems S’(mi) with total momentum P: = O and total

mass M; = m. > OS which is, ipso facto$ the critical mass of the class.

(Notation is chosen for the sake of the principal application). All
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systems S’(mi) of the class are then

lutions of

determined (Note 8.2) from the so-

(c’) 1.+0 3= p~2= C2(M~2-mi2)

2. Z)fli= m. 4. M~>O, miZO, 1~1.

We know (Th. 9.2) that those with ms- hi = m. are the coherent-material

ones, here motionless, with M; = mi, P; = O, while all others must have

mS < m. and I Z 2. The simplest of these are completely characterized

in

Theorem 1. (a) A system S’(m1,m2) of [O,mo] with I = 2 particles

of total ch. mass ml + m2 < mo, has the unique masses

% = (mo2+m12-m22)/2mo> ml

~ = (mo2+m22-m12)/2mo> m2

and oppositely directed momenta of equal magnitude, determined by (C’3).

(b) For every m1,m2 2 0 with ml + m2 C mo, there exists a system

S’(ml,m2) of {O,mo] with these ch. masses, and an arbitrary

for P~o

Proof ● (a) From (C’1), P~2 = P~2., Hence, by (c’3),

!i2 -%2=%2 - m22*

direction

From (C’2)~+ M~=mo>O.
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Division of these

yields the stated

From m. > ml

equations and solution of the resulting linear system

values of the M:.

+ m2 alone follows: mo2 - 2mom1 + m12 > m22, and

hence (mo2+m12-m~2)/2mo> ~J with a similar result for the second

(b) By the last remark, we know that the Mi as defined under

particle.

(a)

are positive, indeed M; > m > 0, so (C’4) holds. Also, by definition,i

the M: have sum1.

and difference

Multiplication

~+M: =m (whence C’2)o

q-~; = (m12-m22)/mo.

of these equations leads to the result

Hence any two oppositely directed momenta P; with this conmon magnitude

satisfy (C’1,3), which completes the proof.

Corollary 1. The system S’(mg,m2) of !l!h.l(a) has energies

E; = ( e o 2 + e 1 2 - e 22)/2eo > el

E; = (eo2+e22-e12)/2eo> e2

and kinetic energies

e2+ (~/2)

%= e “%>0o

el+ (~/2)
k;= e .q>o,

o
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where ~Zeo-eS is its total k.e. (strictly, ~t)a

Proof. The above E; s M~c2 are obvious results of scaling. From

the value of E; we find, for example,

k;= E; - el = {(co-e1)2-e22]/2eo

= (eo-e1+e2)(eo-el-e2)/2eo

= (eo-eS+2e2)(eo-eS)/2eo

= (l$+2e2)J#2eo

which is the stated result.

Note that ml> m2 implies E;> E; but ~< k~, so ml has more than

half the total energy eo, but less than half the total k.e. ~.

ing

CA.

For the existence theorem of the next section we require the fol.l.ow-

generalization of Th. l(b).

Theorem 2. If {O,mo] is a given class, and miz O are any I 2 2

masses with sumhi <

Proof. Group the mi

empty disjoint subsets

mo) then {O,mo] contains a system S’(ml$..e$y).

in any way (there is at least one!) into non-

{%}

each individually with all mi > 0 or all mi = O. Define

%=% %“%

where we know ~+ ~< mo.

.

.
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two-particle system of the class [O,mo]. Its particle

the conditions

o

mo

By (1,2) it suffices to produce two systems:

By (3,4) these classes axe non-empty, with critical masses

The desired systems must therefore be coherent, and their existence is

insured by parts (c) of Theorems 9.1, 9.2. For, the mi of each subset

are either all O (and we use Th. 9.1) or all positive (and we use Th.

9.2).

Note 1-1.

1. The formula for M; in Th. l(a) may also be inferred from the

obvious relations

c2(M~2-ml2, = P~2 = P~2 = c2(M~2-m22) = C2{(mo-M~)2-m22].

We rely on this connection in $13.
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12. The main existence theorem.

a ~-class {PO,MO] of critical mass m.

coherent-immaterialones of !l?h.9.1.

In a given class {PO,MO] with m.

The systems S(mi) which belong to

= O have been determined as the

> 0, all systems S(mi) must have

% ‘ hi S m. (Th. 8.2). Those with ms = m. have been characterized as

the coherent-material systems of Th. 9.2. Moreover, the correspondence

of $10 provides a one-one mapping of the systems of this ~-class on those

of ~’-class {O,mo], and we have seen (Th. 11.2) that, in addition to its

coherent systems, the latter class contains (non-coherent) systems S’(mi)

of ~ given number I Z 2 of arbitrarily specified mi Z O of sum ki < mo.

These remarks establish the principal

Theorem 1. Given a ~class [PO,MO] of critical mass mo> O, and

I Z 1 specified ch. masses mi Z O of sum ms s bi, then {PO,MO] contains

no system S(m......m-l unless— ‘ 1- - 1’ —

m0%” (T)

If m. = ms, the class contains such a system if and only if all(a)

m>oo
i

(b)

1~2.

The

rive, via the transformations (4 PM), from the systems S’(m1,m2) of class

{O,mo] in the ~’-frame of [PO,MO]. The latter have the unique masses M;

and absolute momenta p: = p; given in Th. I.1.l(a). The values of Pi and

If m. > ms, such a system belongs to the class if and only if

systems s(m1~m2) tith ml+% < mo~ of class [PO,MO] in ~, all de-
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Mi in~ vary therefore only with the direction Y~ of P! in~’. (For com-

putation, see Note 10.1.) The geometric nature of this dependence is il-

lustrated in Fig. 1, which is an obvious elaboration of Fig. 6.1, allm~

/ 1 I I I “

. . 1 ln~ . , / 15/,,M’

‘“2’T’&i“P”“’;;’”
- youoMl \

FIG. 12.1

the simultaneous construction of Pl and P2, together with their angle of

separation a = $1+!2,0-Y=mo”
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Because of the

may be warranted.

10 The system

independent of f30.“

importance of the 2-body case, the following remarks

S’(m1,m2) is determined byY~ and e. alone, being

Since E; Z cp~ is its only internal requirement (for

-1 Isome ei) and E: ~ PO Cpl determines the cases I, II, III of $6, where

p;lcp;> cp~, it is clesr that all 9 combinations of these cases ~

occur for a two particle system in Z.

2. Given the VEdUeS of CP~S YocP~s and yopoE~ in the energy ver-

sion of such a figure as Fig. 1, one may infer the values of yo, PO,

E~~ e i ~ e. = E:+ E& E. = eoyo~ CPO = EOPOO For the values so com-

puted, the relations of Th. 11.l(a) and the identity (cpo)2 =

are automatic. Note in Fig. 1

P~+ P& = 0;0; = Youoq

39 Either from the vector relation P. = PI + P2, or the

cosines in Fig.

and therefore

the relation

+ youoM~ = yomouo = Mouo = po.

1, we have for the angle a, po2 = p12 + p22 +

s~na/2=\(P~+P2~ - ‘~~@lp2~

E2- eo2o

which allows computation of u, once the pi are known.

For systems with ml = m2, a has some easily verified properties to

which we refer later. For such systems, we know

0;0’ = yoUoM: = yoUoM; = 0’0;= A

.

.
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and it iS

result in

Case

geometrically obvious that the usual.three cases

the following

I. P:<l; a

behavior:

has a minimum at $; = 90° , and maxima (= 180° )

Case II. P; = 1; a has a minimum at $; = 90° , and maxima (= 90° )

a t q : = 0 ° , 180°0

Case 111. p~>l; ahasa~mumat

at ~~ = 0 ° ) 1 8 0 °●

In all three cases, we have from (1),

curring at ~~ = ~“ (Pl = P2, P12 = A2+b2)
.

b; = 90° , and minima (= 0° )

for the extremal angle Z oc-

J. J. .-A

4?
or sin ~/2 = 1/{l+(YOP~)21 (ml = m2).

For, A/b = (A/a)(a/b) = p~yo.

Of geometric interest

(P! = @-<l). Since bothJ. v

and it follows from the

vails a constant sum pl

A

( 2 )

under Case I is the system of two photons

origins are then at the foci, we have

= f =G = @o

“string property”

+ Pa ~ 2a. Hence

of the ellipse that there pre-

in (1),

I

I
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(p1+p2)2-po2S k(a2-A2) =4a2(l-po2) =4(ay~1)2

= (2P~)2= c-2(2E~)2=c-2e020

Therefore we obtain from (1) and (2), in energy form,

* *
sin ts/2= eo/2(E1E2) Z sin ~/2 = 1/(l+(yopo)2} = l/y. = eo/Eo. (3)

The underlying inequality (E1E2)*S (El+E2)/2 is the simplest exsmple

that in Note 1.5.

Another instance srises in the elastic scattering of a projectile

on a target of equal rest-mass, at rest in ~. For the ~’ frame of the

class, the appropriate figure falls under Case II, with both O: on the

ellipsoid. In such a

(2) reads

or

case, since v~ =i Uo, p; = 1,

*
sin~/2 = l/(l+yo2)

Cos ; = (ye%)/(yo%l)

giving the minimal angle of separation for the scattered

recoil target directions in ~.

Notes IQ.

1. One may now deduce the following

condition (1%. 1.1) for particles:

A number M and vector P are possible

generalization

values for the

momentum of some system S of specified total ch. mass %

of

J.

(4)

(5)

projectile and

of the validity

total mass and

if and only if

●

✎
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M>() &’ P2 s C%l%msa).

2. It should be noted that the ~ parameters of a two body system

msy be obtained, as functions of the angle ~1, directly from the basic

relations

P1+P2=P0 and E1+E2=E0 (6)

without introducing the frame ~’. However, their dependence on the ~’

variable ~~ is essential.for understanding their behavior under Cases I -
A

III. For exaqple,

(CP2)* =

2
‘2 =

Subtracting gives

2-e 2

or 2eoE~

where we have

This yields

or

we have directly from (6)

(CPO)2+ (cpJ2- 2(CPO)(CP1)COS *1

E:+ E: - 2EJ11.

2= -e-e 2 + 2(EOE1-CPOCPICOS *Jo 1

= 2EO(E1-~ocplcos $~)

written E; = (eo2+e12-e22)/2eo simply as an abbreviation.

yo-%~ = El - POCPICOS $1

E; being of course in reality the energy of ml in ~? . (cf. (4.5).)
●

✎
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13. Many particle systems. All systems S’(mi) with I Z 2 specified

~ Z O of sum m c mo, which belong to a given class {OJmo] ofch. masses m

an arbitrary frame ~’, must be determined from the conditions

( c ’ ) 1.ZP:=O ~f2
3* 4 = 2 ‘2-m2)c (M4

The

was

L d. .L.L

2. hi = m. ~. M; > 0.

existence of such a system, consisting of two coherent subsystems,

established in Th. 2 of !11, in just this context. Interpreting

that result, with ~’ regarded as the ~’-freme of a class, we obtained

a corresponding existence theorem for an erbitrary class {POYMO] in !12J

Theorem l(b). We now exploit the latter result to clarify the nature of

those systems S’(mi) of {O,mo] with I Z 3 particles. These lack the

uniqueness properties of the 2-particle systems described in $1-J-~=d

we shall determine completely the energy ranges permitted for their psr-

ticles. This, in its turn, has immediate but complicated implications

for an arbitrary class of the same critical mass, which will be mentioned

onl.ybriefly in a later application ($23).

Supmse specified the class {O,mo}, and I Z 3 ch. masses mi Z O of

sum m = bi c mo. We single out any one ch. mass ml, and define

%=%=li ‘ i e r e %+%=m ”

masses of any system S’(~,~) of [O$mJ . Note that ~< mo, since

c

.

I

.

.
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~ + ~ =mo ~ d ~ > o . The possible range of values of ~ in systems

S’(mi) of [O,mo] is given in the following two theorems.

f ied

then

Theorem 1. If S’(mi) is a system of {O,mo], with the I ~ 3 sPeci-

cho masses mi= O of summ= bi< mo, andml is anyone of themi,

its mass ~’ must satisfy
-L

Equality obtains

is coherent.

if and only if the residual sub-system S~= S’(m2,....~)

Proof. Since the residual system has totals

E:p; =.p: ~~M~=mo-~

it follows from Th. 7.1 that

or, equivalently

with equality if

Theorem 2.

Iqs{: ;-m+m

and only if S; is

2. ~
“L}/ o

coherent.

Let {O,mo] be a class

stipulated ch. masses of sum m s ~ni <

and vector P; whidh are valid mass and

system S’(ml,....~) of [O,m ] in which 1 has the stated parsneterso

in ~’, and mi ZOany I>3

moo Then, for every number ~

momentum for ml, there exists a

also true} provided all m2j ...}~ are of the same lchd (> O or = O).
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Proof. Clearly it suffices to

‘; ❑ S’(m2,....~) with - Pi and m.

Since we are given in any case ~’ =

Moreover, the inequality

produce a residual system

- ~ as total momentum and mass.

~ <mo , c e r t a i n l y m -M~>O.o

equivalent to

which, in view of the

turn equivalent to

given validity condition P~2X c
()

‘~’-m~ , is in

This insures that the class {- P~,mo-~] in which we seek S; is at

least non-empty, and moreover has a critical mass !# Z ~ (T%. 8.1).

Clearly, this last inequality is equivalent to the given one, qs$.

But mL is the total ch. mass ~~ mi of the desired system S;, and

its existence follows fromTh. 12.1 and Th. 9.1. In detail: ifq<$

is given, then # > ~ the above class has critical mass X@ > 0, and

contains a non-coherent S: by !t’h.12.l(b), since the m2}...J~ are

I- lZ 2 ch. masses; if
% = ~ is given, then E# = ~ and S; exists

as a coherent system, byTh. 9.1(c) if ~= OS or by ThQ 12J(a) if

mL > 0, since we have stipulated, in this limiting case, that the

mi(iZ2) are of a single kind.

.

.
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Notes la.

1. Under the conditions of Th. 1, the k.e. of ml must lie on the

range

where eL~~~eiandk’seo-~ei. The latter is of course the total

k.e. of the two particle system S’(ml,%), and ~ its k.e. for ml. (Cor.

11.1.) Note that k’ Is also the total k.e. of ~ systems S’(ml,...,%)

of {O,mo].

2. Under the conditions of Th. 2, all values of ~’ on the range

k; S ~ are attainable, under the same provisos.

is attainable if ml > 0, the residual system then

{O,mo-ml].

d.

The lower bound

being of class

+ 0

*

.
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CHAFTER

TRANSMUTATIONS

III

OF SYSTEMS

1 4 . Transmutations. A transmutation in an event-space ~ is a

localized, “bkck-box,’fphysicalprocess,of short duration, in which

a set of free physical ~ticles is converted into a second such set,

with conservation of total momentum P. and mass Mo.

We idealize such a process as an event (R,t), denoted by

A-s (’t’)

at which two systems A and S of the same class {PO,MO], and concurrent

at (R,t), interchange “reality,”A becoming “virtual” as S becomes “real.”

Thus the reverse process S ~ A does not here connote “time-reversal,”

but simply a reversed interpretation of “reality” for the same two “mathe-

matical objects” A and S, as indicated in Fig. 1.

s\
\

1

//

\ /

i A
\
\ /
\ ,’
\/

Al

//

1

/\
/ \/ \

A // s ‘ \
A - s
(fusion)

S-DA
(decoy) %

FIG. 1401
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While other conservation laws (for charge, spin, ...) may impose

further restrictions on the @ysical process, we shall regard two arbi-

trary systems, as defined in 37, to be interconvertible if and only if

(1) they are concurrent at an event, and (2) belong to the same class.

In particular, if ~ is a system of class [PO,MO] consisting of a

single particle, hence with parameters (Po,Mo,mo), and A and S are arbi-

trary systems of this class, concuzcrentwith @ at some event (R,t) of

its trajectory, then the fusion A ~ EW, and the decay S# ~ S are equally

possible. Indeed, every transmutation A+ S maybe regarded, mathemati-

cally at least, as a composite process A 4 S* - S, where X is of negli-

gible duration.

The present

which dealt with

to say, having a

chapter is,

the systems

given total

in the main, only an

belonging to a given

momentum P. and mass

elaboration of Ch. 11,

class {PO,MO], that is

Mo. Now, we emphasize

the dependence of P. and M. on the particle parameters of the initial

system A(%), and(although irrelevant for the dynamics) the necessary

concurrence of A and S, a property not required before. We shall also

consider in detail the problem of

and, to facilitate computation, a

will be made.

We state below

for transmutations.

Theorem 1. In

without proof

orientation on given spatial axes,

gradual transition to energy-parameters

the

any transmutation

principal implications of Ch. II

A* S, S is coherent-immaterial if

and only if A is. For such a system A, all possible resulting systems
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axe “coalesced,”with the single

mined to the extent indicated by

trajectory of A, and parameters deter-

Theorem 9.1.

Thus a free photon of energy hv can only transmute into a system of

immaterial particles of total energy hv, all superimposed on its own line

of flight. It cannot produce, for example, an electron-positron pair,

nor a divergent set of photons.

Theorem 2. If A+ S is a transmutation between systems of class

{PO,MO}, both A and S have the same CM velocity, namely the class ve-

locityuo = M~%o, and indeed, identical CM trajectories. If IUOI C c

(m. > O), then A + S appears, in the ~’-frameof their class, as a trans-

mutation A’ + S’ between the correspmding systems of class [O,mo], oc-

curring at their stationary CM. The latter systems, of zero total mo-

mentum, both have total mass mo and total.energy eo. Conservation of

energy in ~ is expressed by the equation

eAi-k=E=eS+
Ao %

and in ~’ by

e+k’=e=e
AAoS + %“

As a consequence of Th. 12.1, we have, in terms of energy parameters,

the principal

Theorem ~. Let A be a system, of class {cPO,EO] with eo> 0, and

let ei Z O be any I Z 1 specified ch. energies. Then, a transmutation

of form
.
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A + S(ei) ( * )

is i~ssible unless

(T)

(a) If e. = es) (t) is possible if and only if all ei> O.

(b) If e. > es, (t) is possible if and only If I Z 2.

In case (a), S is a complete~ unique, coherent-material system,

coalesced, with the single trajectory of the CM of A, and the parameters

given in Th. 9.2. Fusion, with I = 1, is the only case of physical in-

terest.

In case (b), details on the nature ofS willbe fo~d in$$ll-13.

Notes 1 4 .——

1 . ( No t a t i o n ) In a transmutationA(~) + S( e i ) , Subscri@s h and

i designate the H particles of A, and the I particles of S, respectively.

WhenHZ 2 and I Z 2, we adopt for simplicity the numbering convention

h= 1,...,H; i = H+l, ....H+I}.

2. To avoid constsnt repetition, we summarize here for reference

purposes, and in broad outline, the main procedures involved in most of

the problems occurring in the present chapter.

(a) For the ititial system A(~), given ~th resPect to definite

spatial axes G = [X,Y,Z] in ~, we find the totals

o~hPh, Eo~~, eAZ~, Cpo. IcPOI.CP

7 7



(b) For its class {CPO,EO], we obtain the class parameters ($8)

P . = 24cpo/Eo, e. = {Eo2-(cpo) ] , y. = Eo/eo, Y. = cPo/cpo.

(c) The necessarycondition eo= ~i- eS for formation of a

proposed system S(ei) is tested. (Assuming the transformation to S(ei)

possible, in accordance with Th. 3, its actual formation, rather than

that of competing systems of other particles, rests on relative values

of cross sections.)

(d) If indeed a non-coherent system S(ei) results, with e. > es

and I z 2 (the only non-trivial

its particles. From these, the

termined.

case), we requirethe ~-parametersof

trajectoriesare obviousand S is de-

In general, it is necessary to consider for this

res~nding transmutation A’ + S’ in a second inertial

but not always the ~’-frsme of the class, and related

transformations based upon their relative velocity.

purpose the cor-

frame Xt, usually

to ~ via LOrentz

Even in the simplest cases (I = 2), S’ is not completely

and at this point we shall suppose physically stipulated, for

determined,

the i-th

particle of S’, its energy E; (hence also cp~), and its direction Y~ re-

ferred to the ~’ axes employed in the problem. In cases of ltnon-

pole.rizedemission” of i about a given basic direction Y’ in ~’, we

will show how

The following

the direction Y~ may be ‘chosenfor Monte Carlo purposes.

Note 3, applied in the frame ~’, should tie this proce- ●

✎

dure clear.
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*

.

(e) From the values of E; and cP~ = cp~Y~ obtained in (d), we will

indicate how to compute the ~ energy Ei, and the compnents of cPi re-

ferred to the original axes G. For this, we shall require the appro-

priate (cPE) transformation, either in the simple form of

auxiliary rotations

form of Note 4.1

3. (“Standard

from Appendix III

device”) Su~se

if necessary, or in

a basic direction Y.—

$ 4 , with

the vector

= (ax,ay,az)G

is given relative to axes G in an arbitrary frame ~, and a second direc-

tionYij in a “non-polarizeddistribution” about Y, is to be chosen by

sampling. This means, in effect, that the “latitude” angle e(OOS e s 180° )

which Yi makes with Y may be dram from a given distribution, and that

a second “longitudinal angle” q, uniformly distributed on 0° 5 q < 360° ,

and measured from ~ plane through Y, mey be used to locate Yi on the

“cone” of angular opening e with axis Y. Since the auxiliary direction

(Fig. 2)

Cl= (cosO, sinO coscp, sine sinq)G

2s distributed about X asYi should be aboutY, it is clear thatYi may

be chosen as the point Yi = W, where 5 is any rotation which takes X

into Y. The explicit rotation 5 of Appendix III, Cor. 1, based on the

given G-coordinates of Y, and having the matrix given there as D, is

designed for this pur~se, and the G-coordinates of Yi are obtained from

(yi)G = D(Q)G

7 9
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in accordance with Th. I(b) of A III. If the basic

maybe chosen to be, X itself, one simply sets Yi =

The choice Y = X is always possible in case of

direction Y is, or

n.

an “isotropic!’direc-

tion distribution, cos 0 being equi-distributed on [-1,11.

4. The following problem inustrates many of these points. The

energyunit is

PROBLEM.

of rest energy

‘ 1 =

arbitrary, as usual.

A ~oton (h = 1) of energy 4 strikes a particle (h = 2)

3 and k.e. 2 at right angles, their directions being

(l/J’z, l/@-, O ) G Y2 = (l/@, - 1/,, O ) G

on given~ axesG.

The collision results in two particles (i = 3,4) of rest energies

2,4 resp. The angles O’ = 45° and~’ = 135° are chosen for location of

Y; about the st@ulated photon direction Y~ in the ~’-frame of the class

(Fig. 3). Following Note 2, we have

(a) for the initial system A{el,e2)

‘1 =0, k1=4, E1=4, cpl= 4, I’l= (1/., I/*, O)G> Cpl = CPJ’l

‘2 =3,5 =2, E2=5JCP2 =4) y2 = (l/&, - l/@, O)G$ CP2 = CP2Y2

with totals CPO = [~, 0, O)a, E. = 9, eA = 3, Cpo = ~ .

(b) For the class of A,

130= 4J519, e. = ‘i’, Y. = 9/79 Y. = (1, 0, @GO
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Since ‘f.= X,

sxes G’ in ~’

(c) For

the givenaxesG are standard ones, and we define parallel

in the standard configuration of Fig. 2.1.

the proposed S(e3,e4), we have e3 = 2, e4 = 4, eS = 6<

eo = 7 , I = 2, and the process is possible with a non-coherent result.

(d) Since I = 2, the scalarparameters of S’(e ,e ) are unique,34

as in $11..In one of many ways, we find its parameters from $ = co-es

= 1 to be

Fig. 3 makesplainwhy the latitude 0’ ofY~ about Y; does not

alone determine the angle $’ upon which E depends.
3 3

Although we return

to this type of problem in $24, we indicate here the remaining steps.

To find the basic direction Y~ we compute from the inverse of (cPE),
4.

Note 10.1,

cp~ = (E. CPIX - CPO E1)/eo =

E: = (- CPO Cph+ E. E1)/eo

/2 2?!
cp~ = (El - el) = 2 0 / 7

Co s + ; = cPycP: = */lo*
4

.
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Therefore Y; =

with the given

direction, and

( @ / l o , 7@ / 1 0 $ O ) G t● APPJ@ng the device of Note 3 ,

0 ’ , c p ’ ,we havefl’ = (1/., - l/2J l/2)G# for the auxiliary

(y;)G, = D(!2’)GI= (.1+ . 7 / J i I ,●7- .l/@, + .5 )G/

@/lo - 7@p o o

where D. 7@/lQ @/lo o

0 01

is the matrix of A III, Cor. 1, based on Y;. (All vectors are understood

to be column vectors, despite appearances.)

(e) Since cp~ and E; are known from (d), we have only to apply

(cPE) of Note 10.1 to

N.B. The scalar

just as were those of

(cP;)G, = Cp’ (y’) , and
3 3G

parametersof A’(el,e2)

S’(e3,e4) in (d). l?hus

E; to obtain (cP3)C and E3.

may be obtained, if desired>

k~=eo-eA=4

E : = 2 0 / 7 E ; = 2 9 / 7

C%= 2 0 / 7 ; h = 1,2.

For the direction of ‘!’;,we must use ‘thetransformation (cPE) itself at

least for p~, as in (d).

for both A and S.) If the

(It is a good exercise to sketch Fig. 12.1

PROBLEM is carried through completely, the

equations
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should provide

used to obtain

is

in

El + E2 =E3+E4

CP1 + CP2 = CP3 + CP4

a final check. Alternatively, they may of course be

CP4 ’ E 4by default.

The Q-value of a (proposed) transmutation1 5 . The Q-value.

defined as the intrinsic difference

~=eA-

the total ch. energiesof the two

eA+kA=E o

for energy conservation in Z is thus

Q= $ 3 -

‘s

(t)

( 1 )

systems. The required equation

s+%=e (2)

eqn?essible in the form ‘

‘A (3)

emphasizing that, in the conversionof A into S, the “loss” in ch. energy

must balancethe “gain”in kineticenergy. This alsomakesobviousthe

invarianceof the kineticenergydifferencefor two systemsof the same

class, under =bitr ary Lorentz transformations.

If A and S are in a class with e.

transmutation’ ~ S’ in the~’-frame

conservation is expressed in ~’ by

eA+ k’ = e =
Ao

> 0, then, for the corresponding

of the class, the required energy

s %“ei- (4)
*
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It may be noted

condition

and at the same

that fiis version-es obvioustie necessityof the

eo%e s

time shows its equivalence with the condition

(T)

(T’)

in tie ~’-frame, signi&hg tiat the koe. of A’ must suffice to make up

the ch. energy excess of S over A.

The transmutation(i’)is saidto be elasticin casethe totalkinetic

energyis conserved,as well as E. and Po. Such a change is therefore one

for which we have the additional stipulation that

‘A
:= ks (5)

or,equivalently, Q=O. (6)

Clearly a transmutation+ S appearing elastic in ~must so appear in

all inertial frames.

1. The (invariantly

inequality ‘A

Note+.

e~essed) condition (T) is equivalent to the

Z (-Q) + (yo-l)es

in an arbitrary frsme~, and reduces to kA~ -Q whenUo = O (~~ ~’),

as it must. It is tempting, but misleading (cf. $16) to assert that (T)

requiresA to have k.e. kA sufficient to supply

particle of ch. energy es riding at its CM.

-Q plus the k.e. of a

8 5



16. Decay. By a decay

form

A(eo)

we understand here any transmutation of

-S(e ,.o~,e1 ~) (D)

in which a single material particle is converted into a system S of an

srbitrary

mentum Po

mo>Oof

number I Z 2 of particles. If the decaying particle has mo-

and mass Mo, then its restmass is of coursethe criticalmass

its class{PO,MO}, and indeed all class parameters CPO, Eo,

f3o, eo, yo, and Y.

Moreover,the

title,in which it

time

To =

T:. From 52,

axe simplythe parametersof the psrticleitself.

~’-frameof the classis the rest frameof the par-

appearsstationary,with energyeo, and intrinsiclife

we recallthat its apparentlifetime in Z is

YOT & during which it travelsa distance5 = u T = BOyocT~.o 00

The Q-valueof (D) is

Q=eo-e~

so that the necessary condition e. z es is here simply

Q~oo (!I!J

From Th. 14.3, we conclude that the decay is prohibited if Q < 0 (e. < es),

regardless of the k.e. of the ~ticle. If Q = O, the decay is possible if

and only if all ei > 0$ with a trivial coherent result. If Q > 0 (the only

case of interest), then (D) is always possible (since we have stipulated

IZ 2)0 Such a process appears in X’ as an “ewlosion” of a particle at

rest, with a conversion Of characteristicto kinetic energy indicated by

t

9
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the equation

Notes 16.——

1. We list some examplesof @lysicd. decays forbidden by the laws

of energy and momentum conservation.

(Ax)(a) For a stable nucleus ~ of charge Zq llconteining’’AnucleOns

(Z ~otons p+, N s A - Z neutrons no) the decay

(t+~ Z(p+) + N(nO) (Dl)

is impossible, since

e se (Ax)z < Ze(p+) i-Ne(nO) ~ eSo

andsoQ=

the stable

Note:

e
o
- eS < 0. Here ‘Q > 0 is called the “binding energy” of

nucleus.

[
If ~1 denotes tie neutral atom, with Z electrons (e-) in

4

ground-state about the bare nucleus, the process

;] (%0>- + Z(e-)

has negative Q-value, ‘Q being the “binding energy of the electrons.”

In nuclear processes

Q =e
[3]

this is neglected. !llIusin (Dl) one takes

- Ze
[1
#I- Ne(nO).

Table III gives the values of e [%] for a few neutral atoms in “atomic
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mass units.“ For example, the binding energy (2.225 M e v) of the deuteron

(%)1 may be found in this way.

(b) The decsyp+ --no+ e++ Vc, where c+ is a positron sndve

a neutrino, has Q = - 1.8 Mev (Table II). While therefore forbidden to

the free proton, this is nevertheless the underlying process in positron

emission from unstable nuclei.

(c) The electrondecaye--.e- + y has Q = O but is forbidden by

m(y) = O. Hence an electron can neither “emit” nor “absorb;’a ~oton.

Remark. A transmutation E- i.y- c - is obviously impossible, as

the reverse of (c). It is all the more curious that the impossibility

appesrs to lie deeper where A(e-,y) is regarded as the initial system.

(d) The processp+-e+ has Q> O but is impossible

(Th. 14.3). Consider the reverse here!

2. We indicate two methods of dealing with a “Monte

since I = 1

Carlo” type decay

problem in which the~iven axesG = [X,Y,Z] of ~ are (here for the first

time) not in standard configuration. The first is based on an atiliary

rotation of axes, provided for in A III, Cor. 1; the second on the %ector

form’:of the (cPE) transformation in Note 4.1. The generalities of Notes

14.2,3 shouldbe consulted as required. All.energiesare in (ssy)Mev.

PROBLEM. A particle Of rest-energye. = 3, k.e. k. . 2, -d direction

Yo= (a ,a )ox Oyaoz G

cays in flight into

as we shall assume,

= (2/3,2/3,1/3)G on given&xes G = [X,Y,Z],de-

two particlesof equal

the decay product 1 is

rest-energye = e = 1. If,12

emittedisotropicallyin the
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rest-fkame ~’ of the decaying particle, the “basic direction of emission’f

Y’ is OUrS to choose,and we shalld,oso in different ways in the two

methds. we SIMLJJsupposechosenthe cootiinates(2/7,6/7,3/7)for tie

“auxiliary direction”C!’

(a) The totalsfor

Cpo =
2+

(Eo2-eo ) = 4.

in eithercase, i.e.,cos 0’ = 2 / 7 , etc.

the initial.system are e. = 3$ E. “ 5J

(b) The classparametersare thoseof the decayingwtlcle:

P. = cpo/Eo = 4/5, e. = 3, y. = Eo/eo = 5/3, Yo= (2/3,2/3,1/3)G.

(c) The promised system S(el,e2) has el = e2 = 1, es = 2< e. = 3,

and I = 2, so non-coherent decay into S is possible.

(d) Since el = e2, S’ in~’ obviously has E; = co/2 = 3/2,

CP; = (E:2-e;~ = fi/2; i = 1,2. NOW:

Method I. Suppose spatial axes~= [%,~,~] = [8X,5Y,5Z] determined

in~by the rotation 5 of A III, Cor. 1, with 5X = Yo,

the classvelocity(Fig. 1). The associated matrix D,

found to be

the directionof

based onYo, is

2 / 3 - 2 / 3 l / 3

D= 2 / 3 n / 1 5 - 2 / 1 5

1 / 3 - 2 / 1 5 1 4 / 1 5‘I
Defining~’ axes~’= [~’,~’,~’] in standard configuration ($2) with ~,

we select Y. = z’ as the basic direction for emission of 1, and hence

define Y~ immediately as the auxiliary direction itself:
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Thus

El =

axes

E; = 3 / 2 , and

(e) To these

4N/5/2~+ 5/2,

The components

tained from (cP )
lG

Method II. We

~’ axes, are determined.

the simple(cPE) of Note 10.1 applies,yielding

cPl = (fl/21 + 2, ~/7, fl~lk )~ on tie standard

the chech E12 - (cPI)2 = 1 = e12.)
L A 4.

of cPl relativeto the originalaxesG are then ob-

= D(cP1)E~ as in ~. l(a) of A III.

mW equallywell chooseaxesG’ = [X’,Y’,Z’] in Z’

parallelto the givenZ axesG = [X,Y,Z], and now selectX’ as the basic

direction

(it is of

have E~ =

(e)

Y’. We now take the ~’ direction of 1 as

y; = (2/7,6/7$3/7)G~

course not the same absolute direction as in Method I) and so

3/2, and cP~ = (fi/2)Y~ on the axes G’.

These may be substituted directly into the vector form (cPE)

of Note 4.1, based on the class parameters

quired is CP;”YA = l$@42. The energy is
.LU

while the vector equation

indicateshow

(CPJG= (cP;) ,+
G

the componentsof

in (b).

found to

{W65/63 + 21 (Ye)
G

cPl on ~ axesG are

The inner productre-

be El = 3W55/63 + 5/2,

to be computed.
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17, Decay into two particles. In a decay

A(eo) -S(e1Je2)

where Q=e o - (el+e2) =~>0

the productsemerge in opposite directions in the ~’-frame, with the

uniqueenergies

frames~ and ~’

of s’.

I. In the

and k: a Q/2,

E; and k; of Cor.

coincide,and all

simplestcases,e,
J.

11.1. If e. is at rest in ~, the

parameters of S are of cour8e those

E: = co/2, cP~ =
.L

Thus,in the kaon decay

Q = 2 1 8 . 8Mev, and each

e2, so thatQ = e. - 2el

( +)/2-4e12 2;e
o

i = 1,2.

(TABLE II)

%0-“-+“+
pionhas k.e. 109.4Mev in ~’.

In

sion of

with k:

particular,when el = e2 = O, the decayinvolvesa total conver-

the rest-energye. intokineticenergy

Q=eo=~

=E : = cp~ = co/2. This is the casefor which we have the simple

resultof $12,

sin a/2 = co/2 (E1E2)*Z eo/Eo

for the angleu betweenthe two linesof flightin ~.

b

.

*

.
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For example, the decay

of a 135 Mev (k.e.) neutral

separationof 600 in ~. In

z.

ll”--y+y

pion yields~otons with a

this case,eachhas energy

minim angle

h~i . 135 Mev

of

in

A secondinstanceis providedby the decayof ‘Iparapositroneum”:

[e+t,al - yt + yt . Neglectingits bindingenergy, each@oton in~’

has energyN: = e_ = . 5 1 1 0 0 6Mev andwavelengthA: (bydefinition,Note
1. e

1.4) the Compton wavelength

Note. Although a free

tally when liberated (as in

the presence of matter, and

L

of the electron.

positrone+ is stable,it comesto rest lo-

pxLr productionand positronemission)in

may then combinewith an electrone- to form

a very unstable“doublestar”complex{e+,e-}calledpositroneum.When

the componentspinsare opposite(theusualcase)the resultis para-

positroneum,with the decaymode above,the photonspinsalso beingop-

posite. Spin conservationis indicatedby the equation~ - ~= O= 1- 1.

The alternativeresultis “orthopositroneum”,with the decay{e+t,e-t]

-Yt +yt +y! , and the spin consenation~+ ~= 1 = 1+ 1 - 1.

II. In another important case, one has el> O and e2 = O, tith

Q=eo-el=$>O. Here, the formula ($1.1)for the ~’ k.e. of el

becomes

~ = QP where P z Q/2eo

and the relations
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Cp; = E; = k’ = Q(l-p),2 E~=k~+el*eo-E~

indicatean easy computatiotischemefor tie remainingparametersof S’.

SinceQ = e. - el< eo, it is clearthatp < & and consequently

q<l#2<k’ 2“

On the otherhand, a glanceat the energyformulas(Cor.11.1)

E; = (eo/2){l+(e1/eo)2]

E; = (eo/2)[l-(el/eo)2)

shows that

El’ > co/2 >

(Theseinequad.itiesare truewheneverel

E:.

> e2, as noted in$ll.)

The last equation correlates the rest-energies eo,el of the two

material particles with the k.e. k’2
= E: . hV~ of the i~teri~ one.

For example, the implied relation .

e
#

= k : + ( k ~ 2 i - e l)o

may be used to determinethe rest energyof the decayingparticlefrom

and 1$ = W: in cases of‘1

The decsymodes (TABLE

fall under Case II, e.g.

y-emission.

II) of someof the “fundament~t’

~O-AO+y.

particles

In this decay, Q = 77 Mev, p = .0323, < t= 2.49 Mev, and k: = hv~ =

9

*

74.51 Mev.
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In nuclear decay of this type, Q E e. - el may be thoughtof as a

differencein energylevelsof the “same”nucleus}havingrest-energies

e. > e in the two correspondingstates.1 In sucha @oton emission, it

is interestingto comparethe photonwavelengthh; z c~v~with the

“normal”wavelengthX. s c/vo,whereby definition

hvo

is the differencein energylevels.

h~~ . $

iEQ

Dividingthis equationby

= Q(l-p)

yields A&. = VJV; = l/(1-p)

and therefore

Z’ = (A~-Ao)/Ao I= P/(1-p) = </k& = Q/(Q+2e1) = (eo-el)/(eo+el)

is the “red shiftdue to recoil”(in~’).

For

with Q=

= f m@ e , in the y-emission

-4
2.225 Mev, one finds z’ = 6 x 10 .

III. When el > e2 > 0, the general formulas of $11 are required.

The decay ties S- _ AO +TT- and~--no+n- of!CABLE II, and the

4
classical nuclear emission of a particles

(~)
e , are of thts kind.
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18. Decay into three partitles. In a decay

A(eo) ‘S(e1je2~e3)

where Q=e o- (e1+e2+e3)=1$>0

the ~’ energies of S’ are not unique, and as shown in $13, any one of

its particles (i = 1) may have for its k.e. values on the range

0<%<
here ~’ e2+ e3, andk’ =

decays) Q itself. We recall

particle system S’(el,eL) of

eL+ (k’/2)

% e “k’
‘=

o

e0- (e1+e2+e3),which is here (as in all

that ~ is the unique k.e. of el in a 2

class {O,eo]. (The technicalities in-

volvedin attainmentof the boundsare givenin ~13,but are of no physi-

cal interest.)

For exaqple, th~ ~’ energy range of any one of the three @otons

produced in orthopositroneumdecay ($17) is O< hv~= .511 Mev.

Perhaps the most famous instance is the decsy

n“-e-+p++;e (Q = .783 Mev)

of the free neutron,whichis unstable,with mean lifetime1013 sec.

The electronshouldhave a k.e.range

0 5 $ < ~ = ( 9 3 8 . 6 4 8 / 9 3 9 . 5 5 0 ) (. 7 8 3 ) = . 7 8 2Mev,

which indeed is observed e~erimentalJy.
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Note. A decay of form no _ e- + p+ has the samepositiveQ-value,

and is alSOmechanicallyallowed,but would resultin a uniquek.e●

< = ~ for e-, in conflict with e~eriment,and wouldviolateconserva-

tion of spin, since:

Neutron decay is

from unstable nuclei:

e.g., in the decay of

(%”)
1

---c

+~++~+~ for any choice

the basic process involved in

+
()
AWIY + UG

the “triton”

+
(3)

e +; e

of signs●

electron-emission

(Q = . 0 1 8 2Mev).

The analogous nuclear ~ sitron emission

is observed, although the process for the free proton is forbidden.

(Note 16.1. ) h example is

(6011 ‘+ ( +3)1
--e

5
+ v=. (Q = .96 Mev).

Note here that,for suchdecsys,“adding”Z electronsto each sidere-

sults in the neutral atom “reaction”

[1> -e++ C-+
[1
:-lY + VG

so that Q= e[~]- 2ee - e[~-lY] where ee . .511Mev. (Cf.Note 16.I..)
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1 9 . Collisions with t~get at rest. Every transmutation

A(%) -S(ei) in which A consists of a single particle (H=l) may be re-

gard~ as a “decay.” All others, with H Z 2, are called “collisions,”

and we shall consider only those of the form

( c)A(el,e2)~S(ei)

where particle 1 will be called the “projectile”and 2 the “target.”

We study first ($$19-23) the important sPeci~ case in ~ich the

target is a (necessarily)material particle at rest in its own rest

frsme ~, with the projectile moving toward it on collision course. As

a common basis for the sections referred to, we consider given an ini-

tial system A(e1,e2), with particle parameters

Cpl=(+e:h0 CP1 = cplYl

‘2 =0
‘2

.e2>0 cp2 = o Cp = 0.
2

Following Note 14.2, we see first that

(a) the totals of the system are

CPO = CP1 with CPO = (E~-e~~; E. = El + e2; =e+e.
‘A 1 2

(b) Hence its class {CPO,EO] has parameters

Y. = (E1+e2)/eo;and the

It is convenientto know

direction of the class velocityis Y. = ‘fl.

()

1!
Yo2-1 = YOPO = cPo/eo = (E~-e~)*/e~

b

I

.

.
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4

.

(c) The ch. energies ei, of sum eS z fii, being stipulated for

the proposed system S(ei), it appears from (b) that the (invariantl.y

e~essed) necessary condition

assumes, in the rest frame of the target, the significant form

where Q=eA-eS

Is the Q-value of the reaction

the “kinetic energy threshold”

(C). The energy

for the process,

ingly of ~ as beluw, on, or

the analogy between the form

get rest frame, and its form

Since the inequality e.

we may interpret the results

1. When Q<

(i) if k-p

(ii) if kl =

O (eA<es)j

teeth,” to

(T)

(TCR)

~ so defined is called

and one speaks accord-

the cases ~ ~ ~. Noteabove threshold in

of condition (T) as it appears in the ter-

k~~ (-Q) in We ~ero.moment~fr~e~’ ($15).

Z es is here strictly equivalent to klZ ~,

of Th. 14.3 in the following convenient form.

then ~ iS yositive, and the necessary condi-

Wit:

~ (e. < es), (c)is forbidden

~ (e. = eS)} (C) is possible iff all ei > 0. (Fusion,

with I = 1, is the case of interest, and must occur exactly “on threshold.”)

(iii) if ~> + (C)may occur iff I 3 2.

It should be noted that, when Q < 0 (eA < es), one has
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‘A+es -%’- (Q)> (2eA/2ep) (-Q)= (-Q), so

II. When QZ O (eAz es), then~= O

For, collision then occurs above threshold,

necessarily ~ > (-Q).

and its value is irrelevant.

with& >OZ~(en>eC),
A J.U u

and (C) is possible iff I Z 2, just as in (iii) above..

Only in the case Q = O (eA = es) under (II) is the collision elastic~

with ~= kS. In general.,the energy equation reads

‘A++l. =Eo=eS+%’

so that

to be studied in the ~’-frame of the class,

be required, in addition to the class pa-

(d) If the collision is

the following information may

rameters in (b), governing the Lorentz transformations between ~ and ~’ .

In ~’, the collision A’(el,e2) _ S‘(ei) involves two systems of

class {0,eo], the collidi~ 4system A’, with eA < e. = (eA2.t.2e2~) , nec-

essarily ($11) having the unique energies ~ = (~2+e2E1)/eo, h = 1,2,

or, more simply,

E: u e2Eo/eo = yoe2 E: n e. - yoe2

and owsitely directed vectors cP~ of equal magnitude:
.

c’=%( )2*%-e2 = Yo@oe2 = (e>o)cpl; h = 1,2.

The above form E: = e2yo reflects the physically obvious fact that

%

*
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2 in ~’ has the speed v; = U. of the CM of A in ~. This accounts for

the position of O; ~ the ellipsoid 62in Fig. 1, showing the relation

between the initial.systems A and A’ . (cf. $$6,12.)

YOBOE; cp’I 70 CP,
(w,= Y. =Y(’)

FIG. 19.1 (el> e2)

.

In the figure, the s@ere radii are

and the origins O: are at distances 0~0’

from O’.

Cp; = YOPoe22 YoCP~ = yo$30e2,

= YoBoE;~ 0’0; = ?3YOPOE:= Y. Oez

These details are of importance in the elastic case S = S(el~e2)$

since the resulting system S‘(el,e2) will then cliffer from A’ (el,e2)

only in direction. (Such a result is indicated by dashed lines in the

figure.) With this in mind, we will further note here that O; falls
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(I) inside, (II) on, or (III) outside~ according as

i.e., in the

or “heavier”

that, in the

as

<
’15 ‘2

cases of a projectile of che

than that of the target. To

present instance,

mass “lighter” than, equal to,

see this, we need only note

O;O1E YOBOE; ;YO(CP;) = 0’0;= Y060E;

l:f
‘1> ‘2

and the remark follows from the equation

/2 2 J2 42 12 2
‘1 -el=c3’l=cp2=E2 -e2”

1. There are good reasons for considering first, in some detail,

collisions in the

simplicity.

(a) In many

tially at rest in

rest frame of the target, aside

physical collisions, the target

the laboratory frame~.

from their greater

may be assumed essen-

(b) If the target is amaterial wticle moving with

V2 # O in ~, a preliminary Lorentz transformation based on

velocity

V2 will carry

the colliding system into a frame in which the target ~ at rest, and to

which the simpler theory applies.

(c) me “genera” methods presented later ($24) really require the

target to be moving (with swell-defined direction), specializing to the
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rest case only in a limiting sense, and it would be witless to treat the

simpler case in such a way.

2. In Note 16.2we gave two methods of dealing with a general de-

csy problem. Strictly analogous methods

target at rest in ~, as indicated in the

PROBIJ!14.A projectile of rest energy el

may be used for collisions with

foUxn7ing

= 5, k.ec ~ .8, and direction

Yl = (2/3,2/3,1/3)G on given ~axes G = [X,Y,Z] strikes a particle of rest-

energy ep = 7 ~ich is at rest in Z. The result is an elastic scattering

A(el~e2) _ S(e ~e ), which is to be treated in the ~’-frsme of the class$12

with the direction Y~ of the projectile as the basic direction’ for non-

polarized scattering of El. The coordinates (2/7,6/7,3/7)will be used

for the auxiliary direction ~’.

For A(e1,e2) in

‘1 “5, kl=8, E1=

e2.7, ~.O, E2=

(a) The totals

Z, we are given

13) CP1 =
(E:-e:r

= 12, Y~ = (d3,2/3,1/3)G,CP1 = X31

7> CP2 = 0$ CP2 = 0.

of A are CPO = CP1 with Cpo = 12, E. = 20, e = 12.
A

(b) Its class therefore has parameters

(c) Elastic collision of this type is trivially possible; obviously

we may have A s S. Note that, in general, we need only verify eoi% es.

Computation of ~ is a “luxuryO’
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(d) For A’(el,e2), k; = e. - eA = 4, < = {e2+(k~/2)]k~/eo = 9/4)

For S’(el,e2) therefore

We have now the two methods: (Fig. 2,3):

Method I. As in Note 16.2,standard axes ~,~’ are chosen, using

the same 5

scattering

and matrix D. Since ~ = 5X = Y: is the basic direction for
J.

of e,, we take
L

Y; =Q’ = (2/796/7j3/7)~0

Then from (d),
‘; =

29/4, cP; = (21/4)Y;.

(e) Applying(cPE) of Note 10.1 to E; ~d (cP;)F, yields E3 and

(CP ) ●

3(f
D(cP ) , on the original a&s G.Finally (cP3)C = 3 ~

Method II. The vector method of Note 16.2 also applies, and could

be used just as before if we were free to choose X’ as the basic direc-

tion’ (as for example in isotropic scattering in ~’). However, since

the stipulated Y’ = Y!.# X’, we use the device of Note 14.3. From the

auxiliary direction Q’ = (2/7,6/7,3/7~Gt

Method I (the rotation 5 being the same,

ferent purpose) one finds

and the same matrix D as in

although used here for a dif-

(Y’)
3 GJ

= D(C1’)GIj(CP’)3 G, = (d4)(y$)G,, E; = 29/4.
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Hence, in step (e), we substitute the latter vector and energy directly

into (cPE) of Note 4.1 to obtain (cPa) and Ea in~. The required values
‘G 3

of Bo$yo~(Yo) are those in (b) above.
G

Note that we have purposely used only the basic principles. The

dismaying plethora of special “formulas” in the current sections are

helpful in understanding the nature of the collision process, but may

usually be bypassed in computation if desired.

3. The following collisions (with the second particle at rest in

the laboratory frame ~) are historical landmarks in artificial transmu-

tation. The Mev values of Q and ~ maybe verified from TM3LlH II and

III.

Q %

A )Ie+l$. l~O++ - 1*19 1.53 Rutherford, 1914

4
B #e + ~Be+ 12C + no6 597 ---- Chadwick, 1$332

c no+ 14$1.l:c+$ .63 ---- Feather, 1932

(2H )
4

D 3+~42 e 17.3 ---- Cockcroft, Walton, 1932

4
E $e+f~”~+no - 2.65 3.05 Joliots, 1934

F y+~”++n” - 2*225 (-Q)+ Chadwick, Goldhaber, 1935

G p++ p+43p+i.p- - ~877. 5630 Segr&, Chamberlain, 1954

H cc+ p++
+n“+e - 1.805 1.807 Reines, Cowan, 1956

I vu+ p++ no + V+ - 107 113● (Brookhaven) 1962

6

.
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20. Fusion. For an arbitrarily given colliding system A(~) j Of

(
class {CPO,Eo] with critical mass e. s Eo2-

2*
(CPO) ) >0$ a fusion is

always possible, ~ovlded only that the single particle resulting has

a rest energy precisely equal to e.. While ~thematica,lly the reverse

of a decay process, there is here the @ysic&l. implication that the

fused ~icle incorporates

energy eo, which can hardly

unique species of particle.

into its own rest

be regarded as an

energy the given critical

intrinsic property of

In a collision

fusion

with target at rest, therefore, we msy consider the

A(el,e2) -- S(eo) (F)

where by definition

is the rest energy of the resulting particle.

Technically, the Q-value of

Q=eA-eo

and the “threshold” energy % ‘s

essarily occurring ~ecisely “on

The fused particle rides at

(F) is then the negative number

<0

kl tautologically, the fusion (F) nec-

threshold.1’(s19)

the CM of A, with the class velocity

Uo, and energy Eo; indeed with all its parameters those of the class

{CPO,EO] of A.

The energy conservation equation

~+Q=~<%

1.07



indicates a conversion of kinetic energy to rest energy. (We recall that

a coherent system has the least k.e. and greatest ch. energy of all sYs-

tems in its class.)

In the ~’-frsme of the class, the two

motionless one, with a total conversion of

particles of A’ fuse into a

kinetic energy into rest-energy:

A fusion sometimes results in a particle which possesses a (more or

less) stable “ground state” of minimal rest energy e . In such a case}”
g

one has necessarily

and the fused

If the fusion

e se
o g

particle is said to be formed with an “energy of excitation”

e*=e-e ZO.
o g

occurs at vanlshingly small incident energies ~, as it

does for example in the neutron-capture

235U)_ (236U)*n“+(

then, since e. ~ (eA2+2e2~)~ ~ eA as ~ -

‘A Z ‘g

and the (intrinsic) energy

e*Se -eZO
gAg

0, necessarily

is the “minimum energy of excitation” with which the particle can be

formed. In the case cited, one finds from TABLE III

.,

.
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236U) = 6.4 Mev c=* 235u)+ e(n”)- e(
~

= e(

23$J) can stand, and results in fission.This is more than (

In “radiative capture” (= neutron capture followed by y emission, a

less drastic result), the excited nucleus formed in the fusion

has a ground state to which it ~ drop by emitting a photon:

(’:%)*+X) + y.

(F)

(D)

The Q-value of the latter “decay” is then precisely the energy of exci-

( %)tation with which ‘~ was formed in the fusion (F).

Nuclear y absorption

affords a further example. Here, the ground state rest energy eg is e2

itself, and the energy

#Seo-eg

of excitation has the simple form

= (’=+e’%f - ‘2

=e, {-l+ Jl+(2~/e2)} Zej=..

Notes 20.

1. If the collision of Note 19.2results in fusion, the particle

formed has E. = 20J e. = 16~ k. = 4 and Cpo = (&&4)G0
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21. Elastic collision. We consider in this section in general,

and in the next, with el = 0, the important case of elastic collision

on target at rest, of the simple form

A(e1,e2)~S(e3,e4)

where ‘l=e3z0
=e>O

‘2 4

and hence Q = 0, %=k3+4”

In the corresponding collision A’-S’ in the ~’-frame of the

class, even the individual

= k’‘: 3

and indeed, as we know, A’

kinetic energies are unchanged:

and S’, as systems of class [O,eo] with

e + e < eo} can differ only in direction.12
From $19 we

write immediately

(d) ‘: = ‘; = ‘o - ‘Oea %
= EL = yoe2

and Cp’1 = Cp’ =
3 YOBO’=2= CP: = CP;”

Once the direction’ s is specified in~’, the systems S’

may therefore

and S are fully

determined, and a complete computational procedure has already been out-

lined in the PROBLEM of Note 1$1.2. To understand the physical nature of

such collisions it is important to study them further as they appear on

the standard axes involved in Fig. 19.1,and here denoted byS,8’. In

particular, we will consider the dependence of the final system on the

physically meaningful angle ~5(O S $~ S 180° ) at which the projectile
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scatters from

latter, uuder

Y. =Yle) The

its Z’ line of flight. (Theinftid direction Y; of the

the present “target at rest” assumption, is of course

mathematical limiting case ~; = O -d $4 = 180° till be
4 .J

referred to for obvious reasons as a “miss”, and a “direct hit”, re-

spectively.

‘ince c%= - cP&=-cP; cosff$= -Yo$oe2COS U!;>~dE~ = ‘2Y0

we find first (as easier) the ~ tar@ parameters

Cqx = Yo(cPj&@oE~) yo%oe2(l-cos $;) = 2y02Poe2sin2($~/2) (1)

=
{

e2 1+ (yo2-1)

yo2e2(l-f302cos

(1-COS$;)}● (2)

The “recoil k.e.” of the target is therefore

~=E4-e2 = e2(yo2-1) (1-COS ~~).

From these, the energies

‘3 ‘v%

‘3
= el+ k = E

30 - E4

(3)

(4)

(5)

of the scattered projectile in ~ may be inferred, as they depend on $’.
3

From E3 and E4 we may also obtain formulas for the magnitudes

(6)

of the corresponding vectors cP3,cP~.

For the scattered projectile in ~, we find directly from conserva-

tion of momentum
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for

the

note

that

ters

Cp
3X

= Cpo - c~x = Eo130-

If desired, the results of

COB q
3 d
= Cp Cp

3
and

(7)Yo%oe2(l-cos $;).

(1), (6), and (7)may be used to obtain

Cos +4 = c%l#% (8)

the ~ angle of deflection

target, as they depend on

of the projectile, end the recoil angle of

1$ In amplification of

the following remarks.

1. The position of O; ~ the ellipsoid 15of Fig.

Case II ($6)always obtains for the tsz%etz fiich

(8),one should

19.1 indicates

therefore scat-

forward in~, its angle~4 ranging from (a lititi~) 90° to 0° as

the projectile angle $; ranges from 0° (tiss) to 180° (~rect hit)

In (8), the exceptional case CP4 = O (E4 = e2~ ~ = 0) occurs onlY

event of a miss, with the trivial.result S s A.

2. As we know from !$6, 19, the dependence of the ~rojectile

+3

as

on$’
3
is more

1. ~ ze<e

11. ‘1 = ‘2

III. ‘1> ‘2

complex, the range of $3 depending on the cases

(O; inside ~) with O S $35180°

(O: on ~) withOS$3<900 (see Note 2)

e~l.ained in 46. (The value of ~3 is given in Note 3.) In (8)

in Zl.

in the

angle

the

exceptional case cp =
3

0 (E3 = el, k3 = O) occurs only in the event of a

direct hit on a target of equal rest mass ($;= 180° , el= e2). In this

case, we see from (4) that % = ~S showing that the projectile is stoned

“dead in its tracks,” while the target recoils with its entire k.e. (See

●
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Note 1.)

3. While the values of cos $i are

(8), we may recall that (Wl) gives the

Cos I$i= (COS $JQyq

perhaps most easily

explicit formulas

i = 3,4

{
i!

where -%cos?#;)}(Cos @.P;)2 + Y.‘; =

and here p; E Uo/V~ . BoE~/cP~ = E~/yoe29

Now pi = 1, and COS $~ = - cos $’, so that, for i = 4,
3

computed from

(9)

(9) reads

/

*Cos 1$4= (1-COS $;) { (1-COS *3)‘ 2 + y;a(l.cosay;)} ● (lo)

On the other hand, p’ =
3 E$/Yoe2= (eo-Yoe2)Yoe2~ fiich maybe used in

/
(9)to obtain cos $3. We know from $3 that, in the case el = O (imma-

terial projectile, p; = ~o) the latter result reduces to the simpler form

Cos * =
3 (Cos *@o)./(eocos *$1) ● (1OC)

4. Finally, we recall from $4 the formula (4.5)

-%;)/PocPL 1 = 3,4cos $i = (Ei-Yo

which gives cos ~i directly in terms of El snd the fixed E;, by eliminat-

ing the ~~ parameter ~~. Substituting the present values

‘; = ‘o - ‘oe2’ ‘i = ‘oe2

and remembering that

Y. = Eo/eo, PO = Cpl/Eo, E. = El+ e2, eo2 = e12.+.e22 -I-2e2El, we

obtain from (4.5)
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Cos $ =
3

Cos +4 =

(EoE3-e12-e2E~)/cP~cP3

Eok4/cP1CP40

These may also be used to obtain the

Again in the special case el = 0, to

(U) reduces to

Cos q~, once the

which we turn in

cos $3 = 1 +-(e#El) - (e~E3)

cos ~k = {l+(e2/El)]~/c~o

The first of these is the polar equation

O: at the left focus.

Notes 21.

1. In the exceptional case cp3 = O

(l-l)

Ei are known.

the next section,

(llC)

of the ellipse (Note 6.2),with

in (8), we have from (3,4)

kl = ~ = e2(yo2-1)(1-cos $;) S 2e2(yo2-1) = 2e2(E12-e12)/eo2 =

2e2k1(E1+e1)/eo2 and so also, eo2~ e12+ e22 + 2e2El
S 2e#1+ 2e2e1$

or (el-e2)2S O. Hence el = e2 and cos ~’ = - 1. The result is of
3

course geometrically obvious.

2. In Case II, el = e2 > 0, the minimum angle 6 of separation oc-

curs when $; = 90° , with cos 3 = (yo2-1)/(yo2+l)= ~/(~+4el)0 Cf.

(12.5).

3. In Case III, the value of the ~mum angle~a of deflection is
*

J

given (Note 6.3) bytan~3 = l/yo(p~2-1) , where p; = (eo-yoe2)/yoe2,

as shown under (10). Hence

/{ /
*

}
taT3=l (ele2)2-1 , e>e.

12

●
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.

22. Compton scatteri~. It was first noted by Compton and Debye

that the laws of elastic collision govern the scattering of x-rays by

free electrons, provided the “rays” are regarded as particles of mass

M= hV/c2 and absolute momentum Mc = hv/c.

For the present section, we define “Compton scattering” as any

elastic collision of form A(0,e2) +S(O~e2) in which ~ i~teri~

particle scatters from a material.target, and

at rest assumption, an initial system A(Oje2)

the basic

hvl = kl= El> el = O, CP1 = kl~

% = o, =e>O,‘2 2 CP2 = o,

scalars being ~ and e2.

consider, under

with parameters

CP1 = qY1

CP2 =0

Specializing $19 to the case el = o> we have

(a) A totals: CPO = Cpl, cPo = kl> E. = kl + e2}

the target

=e.‘A 2

(b) class parameters: po = kl/(k1+e2)~

()Y. = (kl+e2)/eo~ Y
*

02-1 = POYO = ~/eo=

(c) e. > es, or kl > ~ = Q = O indicates

tic collision for I = 2.

(d) Z’-parameters of A’,S’ ($21)

the Wssibility of elas-

‘1=E;

In

SE =k’=c’=
;3

~ CP~ = yo00e2 = (~/eo)e2; E; = EL = yoe2”

the ellipsoid construction, one

0;0’= Yo130E~= (yo80)2e2= (kl/eo)2e2,

has

with 0~ at the left focus.
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0’0; = yocp; = Yo2/@oe2 = (~/eo)Yoe29

figure falls under Case I, we know that,

~= (~/eo)e2.Cp

as the deflection

Since the

angle $; of

the projectile

*3 in~, while

9° to OO.

(e) The

parameters of

in Z’ ranges from 0° to 180° , so does its deflection angle

the recoil angle of the target ranges

t’ormulas(3,4,1O,1OC,11C)of $21

the resulting system S(0,e2), as

on$’.
3

The recoil k.e. of the target is

with a range

Osqs

The energy of

yield

from (a limiting)

the following~

~= (kl/eo)2e2(l-c-$j)

2(~/eo)2e2= ~/{ l+(e2/2k1)] ●

they depend, in effect,

the scattered projectile is therefore

=E=kl-kk
‘3 3

with a corresponding range

k1Zk3Z

The deflection

tained from

kl/{ 1+(2~/e2)] ●

angles *i as they

(1)

(2)

(3)

Cos * =
3

(Cos $$+Bo)/(l+130Cos ‘$;)

(4)

depend explicitly on $; maybe ob-

(5)

4
Cos $4 = (1-COS *;)/{(1-cos *;)2+ y;%-cosz $;)] (6)

while their dependence on k3 and % is indicated by
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coB 43 = 1 + (e2/~) - (e#k3)

cos $4 = ~{ l+(eJ~)}J@42-e22)*

6 [l+(e#~)]/[l+(2eJ~ )]* (8)

d
Note here that 1 + e kl = ~~1, and therefore (7) may be written as

Cp
3 ~=e#o/~1_$oc08 $31 ‘Y~~~/[1-90coS$$. This is of course the= k:

polar

?

uation of the ellipsoid, as shown in Note 6.2. Equation (7) may

also

(’7a)

~

be expressed in the form

~=~/{l+(kl/e2) (l-cos $3)].

~ ~les $3~v4 are correlated by the equation

()‘2tan $4= ~ cot +3/2 o<q3c 180° .
2+%

(9)

‘I!ld.smaybe obtaind by division of the self-evident “momentum” equa-

4

tions (&p3 = k3, Cpo = ~)

CP4 sin $4 = k3 sin +3

- k3 COS 1$3

from (7a) into the result.!3and substitution of ~/k3

1.1 Since u. is the target

as Po; l/@ , it follows that,

Notes 22.

speed in ~’, and (yo@oE~) ~ (cp{) = E:

in the ellipsoid figure, the focus 0$

* falls i;side, on, or outside the smaller s~ere as the Compton wavele~
\

U.7
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of the target compares with the common wavelength of both particles in

2’, i.e., as

(Cf. Note l.4.)

2. Setting ~= h(c/Al) and k3 = h(c/A3) in (7), one obtains

~~z~ -
3

Al = A2c(l-cos *3) = ~2c sin2 $3/2, where A2C is the Compton

wavelength of the target. For$3 = 9° , AA=A2C.

3. We have indicated general methds in Note 19.2

target at rest problems when treated in the ~’-frame of

now show how such collisions are handled if we need not

rest frame. The method is then quite simple, since the

for dealing with

the class. We

leave the target

LOrentz trans-

formation is not invoked, and will be sufficiently obvious from the fol-

lowing “Compton collision” example, which neglects polarization effects.

N.B. Since the “Klein-Nishina”differential cross section (Note 4)

for photon scattering on free electrons is given in the electron rest

frsme, it is natural to deal with such elastic collisions in this way.

Moreover, since the ener~ distribution has the simpler form algebraically,

one customarily samples the energy k3 on its range (4), obtaining cos $3

a fortiorifrom (7). Finally, use of the energy unit eG = .511006 Mev al-.—

lows

tion

free

the formulas of this section to be read with e2 . 1.

PROBLEM. A phOtOn of energy kl = 4 (i.e., 2.044024 Mev) and direc-

‘fl= (2/3,2/3,1/3)Gon given ~axesG, collides elastically with a

motionless electron. The energy k3 = 4/5 is chosen on the range

.

.

●
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h

4 Z k3 Z 4/9 by sampling the K - N energy dletribution for ~ = 4C ~

(7),the correspond deflection angle is $3 = 90° . The directional

being basic for scattering of the photon, $= is itself tie htitude Ule

0 for location of y3 and Y1. If the

distributed, is chosen as 300° ,then

n = (o,l/2,%@)G

J

longitudecp,here assumed uniformly

is the auxiliary direction about X, and

(1’ ) = D(Q)G3(3

locates Y3 about Yl, where D is the matrix of Note 16.2.

The final photon momentum is therefore given by

onthe Zaxis Go

If desired, one may obtain ~ = ~ - k3= 16/5> E4= 1+ ~ = 21/5
.

CP4= (E42-1)*= ~/5, =d (cP4)G= (cP1)G - (cP3)G, where

(CP1)G = 4“(Y1)G.

All energies may be converted to Mev on multiplication by

e = .511006Mev.
e

4. Neglecting

Nishina” formula (A

polarization effects, one obtains from the “Klein-

IV) the differential cross section

for the Compton scatter- of a @oton of enerf3y~ = hV1/e6 from a
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motionless free electron, where k = k , a = cos $ .
3 3

TABLE I.) A more convenient cross section, defined

~(kl;k)dk= a(~; a)da

is obtained by using the relation (7), a= 1+ l/kl

da/dk = l/k2, namely

~(kl;k) = (nre2/~2){k-2-(2~1+2-~)k-1+

Integration on the range (4), ~/(l+2k1) S k=

cross section

(For r = re, see

by

kl, yields the (total)

u(kl) = 2nre2{2k~2+ (l+kl)(l+2~)-2 - (k~3+~2-2-~)ln(l+2k1)].

Norming gives the probability density function P(kl;k)= a(~k)/~(~)Y

and the equation

J

5
r= p(~;k)dk

k

indicates the dependence of k on the rsndom number r in Monte Carlo prac-

tice.

The

(kl ~ 4)

inverse function k= F(kl;r) has been fitted by B. Carlson

and E. D. Cashwell (~ s 24) as follows

%’4
k=F1

4<~s8.5 k=F1+F2

8.5c~s~5 k=F1+F2+F3

15<k s24 k=F1+F2+F3+Fh
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●

where

F, = k,/{1 + r[S + (2~-S)r2]], s = &/(1+.5625 kf)
& 4.

~.

F2S t(~-4)r2(br)2

F, = -6(~-8)r(~-r)(l-r)4
J .4.

{

f4

F4 =

l?4

For higher

and a rejection

indicated. The

N.B.S. Circular

~~r2(l-r)( 04-r)(.85-r), r~

+ 6(1-r)(.@-r), r>

energies (> 12 Mev), scattering is

-L

.5

●B*

extremely forward,

technique employed

cross sections for

542.

on two subranges of p(~,k) seems
A.

energiesS 500 Mev are gra~ed in

In Appendix IV, we consider the Con@on collision of plane polarized

photons. In this more general case, the cross ~ection~(k;k) of Note 4

is used

fection

5=

as just indicated to obtain

angle* inZ.

For tables of the integral

et al, XAW 1199.

.l

the scattered @mton energy and de-

Jklp(~k)dk, k< 25, seeH. Mayer
k

23. Pair production. As a final example of a collision with target

at rest, we consider tie case of “pair production,” in which a suffi-

ciently energetic photon interacts with a charged particle, the trans-

mutation, of form A(0,e2)~S(e2>ee}ee)>

resulting in the recoil unexcited target, of rest energy e
3
= e2, together
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with

Mev.

an electron-positronpair, with rest energies ek = e5 = e6 = .511oo6

The reaction is seen to have a Q-value

Q= -2ee=- 1.022 Mev

and consequently an energy threshold condition

which is here sufficient as well as necessary ($19(c))0 Note that

~ ~ 2ee for a nuclear target (the usual case), whereas ~ = 4ee for a

target electron. We shall assume that ~ > ~, tith S non-coherent.

The initial system being identical wilihthat of $22, all particle

parameters of A, md of A’ in the ~’-frame of its class, as well as the

parameters of the class itself, are already given there.

The system S’(e2,ee,ee),

%=eo
- (e2+2ee)>0,

l!e sharing of this among the

of class {O,eo] in ~’, has a

( 2 *
where e =o )‘2 ‘2e2kl “

three particles is of course

The target, for example, may recoil in~’ with any k.e. on

2ee+ (~/2) ,
o~kt$

3-%= e %“o

!l!echnical.ly,both end points are attainable. The limiting

would demand the coalesced emission of the charged pair in

opposite to

ever, their

that of the target recoil, which is physically

total k.e.

not unique.

the range

3%case k =

the direction

absurd. How-

nearly parallel emission in ~ is indeed observed. If the

1.22

4

4
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b

target were left motionless in ~’, with k: = O, the pair would then form

a two particle

d

system of class {0,eo-e2], having the unique energies

E;= (eo-e2)/2, k~=~/2, i=k,5

and oppositely directed momenta of equal magnitude, with

Cp;

24. Collision with target in motion. Finally, we turn to collisions

A(el~e2) +S(ei) in which boa ~icles of a non-coherent system A are

in motion in ~, hence with parameters

%’OJ%’VO’
?$

c% = (~2-~2) >0, Cph = c~yh; h = 1~2” (1)

(a) The totals of A are then

cpo = cpl + Cp2, titi Cpo~ \CpolJ E. = El+ E2~ ‘A = el+ e2” (2)

While computable in the usual way, it is sometimes convenient to ex-

press Cpo and quantities depending upon it, in terms of the @ysicallY

meaningful angle u (O S a ~ l~”) be~een

given, or easily obtained from

Thus, (CPO)2 =

so Cpo =

COS(J=Y”Y1 2“

CP1 and CP2, which may either be

ICP1+CP212 = (CP1)2 + (CP2)2 -i-2CF’1”CP2

E12 - e12 + E22 - e22 + 2CP1CP2 Cos u

(E1+E2)2 - e12 - e22 - 2(E1E2-CP1CP2

(Eo2-e12-e22-~d2)
*

(3)

Cos u)

(4)
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where by definition

E’ * ‘lE’ - CP1CP2 cos u > e1e2 ~ Oa

(b) We write therefore for the parameters

(Note 1). (5)

of the class {cPO,EO]

of A,

P. (= CPo/Eo, e. = e12+e22+2E$= {%’+’p:-ele’)~’

The direction of the class velocity is Y. = cPo/cpo, as

e)yoA
=Eo/eo. (6)

always.

(c) The necessary condition e. Z eS for the proposed transmutation

here takes the form

E’
‘S+eA ~.Q)

a s ‘le’+ T

where Q = eA - es is the Q-value of the reaction. We shall suppose

e. > es, and I Z 2, so that a non-coherent result S(ei) is possible

(m. 14.3).

(Tc)

(d) If the collision A’(el,e2)+ S’(ei) is to be studied in the

~’-frsme of the class, we may require the (unique)parameters

(7)

of A’, given by jll, and the angles $1,~~ which CP1 and cP~ make with

the direction Yo of the class velocity.

The first of these is obtained from

Cos *1 = (cPO”cP1)/cPocP1 = [(CP1-I-CP2)“(cPI)]/cPocP1

= {(cpl)~ + Cplcp’ Cos 6]/cPocP1. (8)

Ignoring $3, we will obtain $: directly from the Lorentz transforma-

.

4
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tion for cp~ on standard axes (Note 10.1).

CP~ = (Eocp~-cpoEl)/eo = (EOCP1 cos ~l-cpoE1)/eo.

Hence, using (8), we find

2 + cplcp2 Cos (7]- (Cpo)%lecPo(eocP~x) = Eo[(CP1)

Substituting E. = El+ E2, (cpl)2 = El* - e12, ~ 2Cp cp2 Cos u = ‘1E2 “ ‘d 2

and (CPO)2 = E02 - e12 . e22 - ~a2, we obtain upn simplification

cpoeocp~x = e2%1 - e1%2 + E 2(E1-E2).
a

But Cp~ = cP~ cos v~~ so we find from this and (7) the result

(9)

Note that

with

formulas (4-9)involve only the given scalars
%“% ad cos a.

the general objective and plan of Notes 14.2, 14.3,and reliance

on basic principles as far as possible} some

for v=ious kinds of collision problems with

procedures are given below

target in motion in Z

axes G; collision treated inMethod I. Assumptions: cPh given on Z

~’-frame of class; Y: specified as basic direction for

sion in~’; e’,~~ chosen for location of Y; about q.

non-polarized emis-

(Fig. 1.)

1. (cPO)G =s(cP ) + (cP ) andcpo= IcPOI yield (Yo)a = (cPo)G/cpolG 2~

for direction of class velocity.

2. (cPl)_ = DT(cP1)G gives components of CP1 on standard %xes
G

6= [y,?,~] = [M,5Y,5Z], whereD is the matrix of rotation 8, based on

(YO)G, as in AIII, Cor. 1.
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G ●

4

c?

FIG. d+.1

3. For standard ~’ axes 6’ = [Z’,T’,5’1 parallel to 5,

(CP’)1 ~) = ((Eocpfi

then gives the~’-components

cpoE1)/eo~CPIY~ CP1.-)

of cP~ in ~’. (Note 10.1.)

( +Here one com~tes E. = El -I-E2, e. = Eo2-(cpo)2 , here Cp is
) o

known from step (1). The necessary condition e. 2 eS -be test~ at

this point.

4. (Y~) , = (cP~)~,/cP~iS obtained for the basic (projectile)di-
E

rection in ~’, where cp~ = ](cP;)_,l●

c?

5. If collision is elastic, we set cp~ = cp~, E; = E;, where

E; = (-cpocpH+ EoEl)/eo. In any case, we must suppose E’ cp~, 0’, q)’3>

determined at this point.
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The matrix D’ of the rotation 6’ (AIII, Cor. 1) taking ~’ into

(Y~)F,, and based on the latter uuit vector, is applied to the auxiliary

directional’ z (COS e’, sine’ coscp’, sine’ sinq)’~t~ to obtain the

direction of emission

and the vector (cP’)
=J

3 ~~ = cp~(Y~)_,$ on Z’
G

axes ti-.

(withi = 3 and barred x,y,z)

(cP ) on standard ~ axes.
3~

the components of cPa on the

of step

6. The transformation of Note 10.1

a~lied to E; and (cP~)a, yields E3, end

7. Finally, (cp3)G = D(cP ) gives
36

original ~ axes G, where D is the matrix

Except for the complication of non-standard

used in Note 14.4.

Method II. This is a modification of (I) which simplifies the work

in Z’ at the expense of a more complicated rotation in Z.

1. From CPO and cPlwe obtain both directions (Yo) , (Yl) .
G G

J

(2).

axes, this is the scheme

2. The rotation 51, with matrix D1 based on these

(AIII, ~S 3) defines ~es ~ in ~ SU~ -t ~ a~lx = y.

withY1 lying in the

the parallelogram of

step.

upper half of the Z,T-plaue, which

Fig. 1. The matrix Dl is ,not~

unit vectors,

as before, and

now contains

until the final



3. We now

collision, also

principles from

computecos $; from (9),and, if r~uired

E; ad CP~ from (7). Here one may prefer

which these formulas were derived, nsmely

Cos $1 = ‘40*Y1

C%x = Cpl Cos 01

~ = (Eocplx-cpoE1)/eoCp’

E; = (-cpocph+EoE1)/eo

~ = (E~2-e12)+Cp

~/cp; .Costi’ = Cp1

for elastic

to use the

4.

psrallel

5*

and just

The

The basic direction Y: = (cos ti~,sin *;, O)=,, on Z’ axes E’
.L -L L u .

*
to 6, is now known. Note that sin V; = + (1-cos2 jr;).

The matrix D’ of the rotation b’ taking %’ into Y: is here simply
J.

I o I01’

as before (Y;) , = D’(G!’)~ yields the ~’-dlrection
E

final steps (6,7) are those of (I), except that the

of 3.

matrix D1 Is

used in place ofD in (7).

Method III. In one type of problem, the parameters (cPI) , El, el
G

of the projectile are given, but the nature of the target is subject to

chance. Suppose cp2, E2, e2 suitably chosen, and that the direction Y
2
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.

is in

tude)

about

a non-polarized distribution about Y~.

angle of separation a, and a longittie qY

the “basic direction” Y. .

Finally, suppose the (lati-

chosen for location of Y2

-L

We may of course proceed by (I) or (II) if we first Speci& (Yn) ~
‘G

which may be done by using the device of Note 14.3,with0 =

(COS a, sin u cos q, sin a sin cp)G,and D the matrix of AIII, Cor. 1,

based on Y1.

However, the problem admits a simpler strategy outlined in IAMS 2360

(Metropolis,Wkevich, et al.) and slightly modified here.

1. We first define ~ axes

‘1 = [61X,61Y,51Z]= [X,Y,Z]D1

where 51X = Y1, and D1 is the matrix based on (Yl) , as in AIII Cor. 1.
G

(See Fig. 2.)

x

FIG. 24.2
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the

2. We now specify

~ axes G,, where 0°
L

39 The rotation b.
c

()Y2 = (COS a, sin a cos q, sin a sin 9)G on
Gl 1

s CJs 180° , 0 s q c 360° .

,,about Y, through q + 180° is defined, relative
-1-

to theG1 axes, by

where

1 0 0

‘2 = 0
cos(cp+180° ) - sin(cp+180° )

o sin(q+180° ) Cos(cpi-l&)”) ●

The directions Y1 and Y2 appear in the b2blX,b251Y-plsne,

and 1’2in its lower half.

with Yl = 5251X,

k. The angle $1 between CPO and CP1 is next computed from (8), and

used to obtain the matrix

COS(-l$l) - sin(-$l) O

D=
3

sin(+l) Cos(+ o

0 0 1

of the rotation 53, about 5251Z through -$1, which determines final ~

axes:

.

.

The situation is nw Precisel.ythat of Method II, with ~= Yo, and cPl

in the upper half of the ~,~-plane~ although no computing has been done

aside from evaluation of the three matrices Di.
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We now follow steps

for required parameters,

79 It only remains

(4,5,6) Of (II), relying on the fornnd.as(4-9)

and SO obtaining E3 and (cP3)-0
G

to compute the compments

(cp3)G= D4(:p3)d

on the original ~ axes G, using the matrix D4 defin~ by

54[X,Y,Z] = [X,Y,Z1D4

where IS4is the compsite rotation b352~l. Retracing

that 54G = b3(~2b1G) =

so that we must use D4 = D1D#13 in the final step.

Method IV. With the data given in Method 1, the

in Note 4.1 may be used, with

puted from first Ninciples.

1. Its inverse, applied

parallel to G, with direction

the parameters Po~Yosyo

to (cPI) gives (cP~)G,

/

(Y;) , SG(CP;)G, CP;.
G

our steps, we see

vector form of cPE

of the class com-

in ~’ on axes G‘

2. The rotation 5, with

(AIII,Cor. 1), takes the auxiliary direction Q’ into an emission direc-

tion Y~ with ~’ coordinates

(Y’) =
3 Gz

D(f2’)GJ.

matrix D based on the latter unit vector
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3* From the stipulated E~, and cP~ = cp~(Y~) ,, the direct (cm) of
G

Note 4.1 @elds E3 and (cP3) . This method requires a minimum of “for-
C

mulas” and may well surpass the others in speed.

Method V. Assumptions: cPh given on &xes G, collision treated

rest frsme Z’ of t~get (with e2 > O); Y; specified as basic direction

non-polarized emission in Z’; 9’,q’ chosen for location ofYg about Y:.

The meth~ is

.) J.

indicated when differential cross sections are given for

rest, as in Compton scattering.the target at

The appropriate Lorentz transformationsbetween ~ and ~’ are those

of $4 or Note 4.1, the parameters po,yo,Yo being, in the present case,

the tsrget parameters

in

for

P2= CP2/E2~ Y2= E2/e2, Y2= CP2/CP2.

It was shown in Note 4.4 that

E; = (E1E2-cPl●cP2)/e2

is the projectile energy in the target rest frame ~’. The geometric

procedure is that of Method I or Method IV, with the lxxrgetrest frame

playing the r61e the ~’-frame of the class. The emission parameters

~~,cp~,e’,cp’must Of cou.rsebe stipulated inz’c ~eproced~e for

Compton collision has been indicated in Notes 22.3, 22.4.

Notes 24.

1. The “colliding” system A is understood to be non-coherent. It

is easy to verify for the quantities defined,
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4

(a) Ea2?2 e~e2, with equzilityif and only if e2E1 = e1E2 and

u = 0° , ~t& is a necess~ ad sufficient condition for coherence of

A(elSe2).

(b) Ea2 = O if and onlyifA is coherent-immaterial.

2. We have assumed CPO ~ O, with a well-defined direction Yo. !t’hiS

indeed fails in the single case a = 180° , cp, = Cpa. The frame ~ is then
-1. c

identical with the ~’-frame of the class, and Methods 1, IV by-pass

Lorentz transformation.

3. We have assumed CP2 # O, with a well-defined direction Y2.

u is fixed, and cp2--0, the general

“target at rest” relations ($19).

4. Figure 1 is only schematic.

ternsA,A’ maybe seen as

sphere radii cP~$Yo(cP~)

Jectile angle $; with Y.

usual from a

formulas reduce in

The true relations

suitable ellipsoid

and distances 10~0’1 =y$o~.

is givenby (9),from which the

the

If

the limit to the

between the sys-

figure, based on

The initial.pro-

rest of the fig-

ure may be drawn. Here of course we are given the cPi and $i, a priori.

In such a figure, one can shuw that

yo@oE~~ Yo(cP~)

as % (E2-el)kl.cp1cp2cos u >

(The relation may be derived from the equivalent condition elyo ~ E; of

$6, Using y. = Eo/eo~ E; from (7)>md Ea2 from (5).)

As usur& this governs the Wsition of O; relative to the ellipsoid,

hence the behavior of ~a under Cases 1, 11, 111 ($6) in case of
.J

elastic collision A(e1~e2) ‘S(el$e2).
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5. (The colliding beam problem.) For a collision

A(el,el) ~S(ei) (c)

between two particles of equal rest energy el = e2, and fixed energies

E7jEn, in the lab frame ~, the total energy of the system in the~’-
A<

frame of the

e
o

This energy,

witnessed by

classis given by (6)as

= (2e12+2E1E2-2cp1cp2cos u)*.

which is critical for the production of new particles, as

the necessary condition

(T)

naturally reaches its msximum value

eo(E1~E2) = (2e12+2E1E2+-2crjcp2)
in the case of head-on collision, with a = 180° .

Now suppose El> el is fixed, say at the greatest energy to which

such a ~ticle can be accelerated in ~ by present methods. Then, if

the target energy varies from E2 = el (limit case, target at rest) to

E2 = El (as in two optimal colliding beams), this ~’ energy rises from

( 2 4
eo(l+-jel)= 2el ‘2e111)

4

.

to its maximal value

eo(E1~El) =
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In the latter case, the oppxitely directed momenta are of equal magni-

tude, the frames ~ and ~’ coincide, and of course the total ~’ energy is

e = El + El.o

/(
?!

)
Thus a factor 2E1 2e12+2elEl > 1

in the critical energy e. is attained. To appreciate this factor, one

must ask what ~ projectile energy ~ would be required for collision on

target at rest to achieve the same energy 2E1 in~’. The answer is ob-

viously provided by the equation

( 2 **
2el ‘2e111) = 2E1

namely,
‘: “ (%%?$el*

It is interesting to evaluate these quantities (in Bev) for energies

El in the range of present design for proton beam-proton target systems

(el =xe22z 1 Bev).

10 I 4.7 I 20I 199

I 25 I 7.2 I 50 I 1249

100 14.2 19,999
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CHAPIER IV

CROSS SECTIONS

~. Mean free path in a gas. If, in traversing a distance c15in

~, through a medium of ni identical particles 2 per cm3, a projectile 1

of k.e. ~ >0 has probability niaid5 of collision, we call CJi= ai(%)

the cross section of the second particles for the first. More generally,

for a medium of total density n, composed of I Z 1 such submedia i, pre-

sumed independent, with densities ni = fin and cross sections tyi,the

corresponding

where s = S(K

collision probability is the sum

~ niaid5 = nsdb

) = X f.c, is the “effective cross section.”
J. J.-I.

The assumption of an “infinitesimal”colJision probability nsd8 is

equivalent to the law dT = - T(nsd5) for the probability T(b) of trans-

mission (without co~ision) through a

T(5) = e-nsb. In this situation

P(5) = 1 - ena

finite distance

=1 - T(b)

5, i.e.,

is the appropriate

sion distance S 6.

number r uniformly

mines the distance

“probability distribution function” for (first) colli-

Accordinglyj in Monte Carlo practice, for a random

distributed on (0,1), the equation r

5 = - (1/ns)4n(l-r)of particle 1 to

136
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collision. The



length L = l/ns, naturally scaling the above formulas, is called the

mean free ~th, since for the “density function”

p(b) = P’(5)

for collision on (8,8+db), the average

For media at rest in Z, the cross

collision distance is seen to be

/= 1 ns s L.

sections u_(~) so defined are
r .L

those ordinarily listed, and used as indicated in problems warranting

the rest assumption. If the medium consists of a “gas” of particles in

a lnmwn k.e. distribution, the “cross section’~required by Monte Carlo

procedure is an “effective” one determining a transmission probability

T(b). An attempt is made below to derive such a cross section for a

pure material gas, in terms of its k.e. distribution and its rest cross

sections ar.

As a preliminary step, consider a projectile 1 of k.e. ~ >0, di-

rection ‘fl,traversing distance d5 through a medium of ni identical par-

ticles 2 per cm3, all with energy E2 and direction Y2. In the coxnon

rest fr~e of the targets, the projectile has energy and k.e. (Note 4.4)

c cos u)/e2- EE: = (E1E2-cpl p2 732; <=%-Y (1)

Here, Ea2 is the abbreviation (5) of $4, with cos a = Yl~Y2. The cor.

responding momentum magnitude in ~’ is therefore given by

c%“ (E12-5Y=(+#e:*‘,0)/ (2)
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The projectile undergoes a corresponding displacement (Note 6.6)

(4)

d~’ = d~ Cp:/Cpl

through a medium at rest in ~’, with density (Note 2.6)

‘; =ni/Y2 where y2=E2/e2.

We might therefore expect a probability of collision

n&r(k~)d5’ (5)

on da’ in ~’, and hence on da in ~. Substitution of (2), (3), (4) in

(5) yields

{( ~4 2 2*
ni ur(k~) ~ -el e2 )/ }

E2CP1 db

where we shall regard

as

db

(6)

(7)

the cross section of the medium particles for the projectile, in ~.

Now consider the traversal of the same projectile 1 through distance

of an isotropic gas of n

f(k2)dk2. There are then a

‘i

particles 2 per cm3, in a k.e. “distribution”

fraction

= f(k2)dk2 dY2/4n

on (k2,k2+dk2), (Y2,Y2+dY2)Jwhich we regard as a

the cross section ai of (7). The argument at the

in the limit, to an “effective cross section”

submedium contributing

outset would then lead,

s =
“%? ‘JJ”i(%;k2$~)f(k2)*2dy2/4~
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for the gas, and hence a free path L = l/ns determining first collision

distance 5 = - L #n(l-r) for the projectile.

Adopting spherical coordinates a,q for location ofY2 about the

projectile direction Y1, and setting a = cos a, we see that

(8)

The involved dependence of the integrand on the variables of integration

is provided by the relations
.

where E =1

1. A

8(+ V;l

E2 = k2+ e2,

el+~=dcpl=
(E:-’=:?

are COIIStantsof the projectile.

Notes ~.

non-relativistic analogue of (8), which is ‘:well.-known,t’reads

Jur(q)l V1-V21F2(V2)dV2 = (~~)-’~~~ ~r(~)v~f(v,)dv,da,

( )+where v’ = v 2+V 2
1 12 -%v2a “ In case rJr(~) is constant, one can show

distribution f(v2). This answers the ques-that s(~) > Ur for arbitrary

tion (C. Mark) whether it is easier to cross Times Square with traffic

in motion or at rest. For a Maxwell distribution,



(-v2) + [1 + (1/2w2)] Erf(w)]

rw em(-x’) dx. The “mean free path”
‘o

of kinetic theory, with particles of types 1 and 2 ~ in Maxwell

tributions involves the surprisingly more tractable integral

dis-

‘~= fflvl-v21F1(v1)F2(v2)dv1dv2= (85.#TIM)*,where

lJ~=mm # ml-i-m2).

2. The cross section (8) for the case of a @oton beam reduces to

s(kl)= (1/2) ~m ~~ar(~) {1- (cp#E2)a]f(k2)dk2ti, where
o

k: = ~(E2-cP2a)/e2. Here, in the @ysically

stant, one sees that s(~) ~ am regardless of

crossing

-1- A

Times Square ● Oe

uninteresting case ar con-

f(k2). Hence, for a@oton

I

Unfortunately no adequate reference for (8) has been found, and3*

some manifest subtleties may vitiate the result, which is offered tenta-

tively. It should be emphasized in any case that the “cross section”

here considered is not Lorentz invariant, and is only a means to a free

path. In the following section we revert to standard practice, regard-

ing (non-differential)cross sections as intrinsic properties of the

target particle, as measured in its rest frsmeo
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26. Transformation of differential cross sections. Let (7T= UT(%)

denote the (total) cross section for collision of a particle 1, hti~

k.e. ~,withparticles ofasingle species 2,atrestin~. Various

types Of transmutation may result from such a co~ision, the probability

of each defining the partial cross section UK = P#T for its occurrence-

We now focus attention on any one such process

(K)A(e1,e2)-S(ei)

cross section u = uK, the resulting system S consisting Of I Z 3 Par-Of

titles, ofwhichp =U3 are of the same

of emission f(E,Y)dEdY of a J-particlej

in ~, has the operational.meaning that,

one expects to find wNfdEdY such particles of species j. The

differential cross section is then given by

ty(E,Y)dEdY= MufdEdY cm2

species j. Then the probability

with E,Y on the indicated ranges

in a large number N of K-processes,

with the integral

ua(E,Y)dEdY = VU (a = aK).

If f’(E’,Y’)dE’d!f’denotes the corresponding probability

for the K-process A’~S’ as it appears in a second frame ~~

constant velocity U. = uoYo relative to ~, then the equation

f’(E’,Y’)dE’dY’= f(E,Y)dEdY

corresponding

of emission

moving with

is dictated by the invariance of j-particle counts. Regarding u

invariant, the same relation is seen to govern the corresponding

(1)

=aasK

differen-
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tial cross sections a’ and u. For the standard axes of Fig. 2.1, and

polar coordinates ($,cP),($’,q’) for location of Y,Y’ about Y. = X = X’,

we may write (1) in the form

f’(E’,$’,W’)d.E’sin $’d$’@’= f(E,Y,cp)dEsin$d~dp.

Setting a’ = cos Q’, a= cos ~, and noting that q’ = q for standard sxes,

this becomes

f’(E’,a’,q)dE’da’@ = f(E,a,cp)dEdai@.

It follows that

f’(E’,a’cp)dE’da’= f(E,a,cp)la(E,a)/a(E’,a’)ld.E’da’

where the factor denotes the absolute value of the Jacobian

(2)

(3)

of the

ter is

[

aE/aE’ aa/aE’
J= det

aE/aa’ 3a/aa’1 (4)

transformation E = E(E’,a’), a= a(E’,a’) from~’ to~. The lat-

concealed implicitly in

cp=a =

E =

the (cPE) transformation, namely

Yo(cP’.a’+poE’)

Yo(pocP’Oa’+E’)

/2
where (cp)2 = E2 - e2, (cp ) = E’2 - e2.

(5)

Since dcp/dE = E/cp we obtain formally

a(cpoa)/aE’ s (E/cp)(aE/aE’)a+ cp(aa~E’)
(6)

a(cp.a)aa’ = (E/cP)(aE/aa’)a+ cp(aa/aa’).

Hence, multiplying the second column in (4) by cp, and adding to the re-
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sul.tthe multiple (E/cp)a of the first, we see that

These partials

so that cpJ a

Analogous

.

.

[

?lE/N?’
cp J = det

~E/aa’

are reedil.yfound from

Yo(PoE’a’/cp’+l)

Y#ocP’

cp’o Thus (3) reduces

a(cpea)/aE’

1a(cp*a)/aa’ .

(5)to be, respectively,

yo(E’a’/cp’+f30)

yocp’

to the symmetric relation

f’(E’,a’,q)dE’da’/cp’= f(E,a,q)dEda/cp. (7)

formulas obtain for other variables. Thus one may prove

in similar fashion

f’(cp’,a’,q)E’d(cp’)da’/(cp’)2= f(cp,a,q)Ed(cp)da/(cp)2.

The condition I Z 3 imposed above on the system S(ei) was necessary

for the independence of the variables E’,a’. For a two particle system

S, E’ is uniquely deternhed

a probability of emission

f’(a’,cp)da’ctp

related by

by the initial

= f(a$q)m

system A, and one speaks of

f‘(a’,q)da = f(ajq)(da/da’)da’●

We have derived in $3 the required formulas

a = (a’+p’)/D’ da/da’ I=y~2(l+p’a’)/D’3

*
where D = {(aJ+p‘)2+ y~2(l-a’2)} ; p’ = @oE’/cP’ (constant)

with the simpler version
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a = (a’~o)/d’ da/da’ = y~2/Ci’2

d’ = pea’ + 1

for the case of an imaterisl j-particle.

Note 26.

1. For a more complete discussion, including singularities, see

K. G. Dedrick, Rev. Mod. Phys. 34, 1962,429-442.
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APPENDIX I

A REIATIVlxYrICGAS

Consider a homogeneous, isotropic gas of n particles per cm3, each

of ch. mass m, of which the fraction f(k)dk have kinetic energy on

(k,k-), O < k < ~. The numerical

flux N(k,6,q)dl@@/cm2 sec of par-
1

I titles, in the indicated ranges of k

and (direction s~erical-coordinates)

e,cpis seen from the figure to be

n(AA”vAt cOSO)f(k)dk(si&lt@dq#ln)/AAAt

= (n/4n)vf(k)dk sinflcos0d9dq, where

v = v(k) is the speed. Successive inte-

grations, on O=cp < 2m, ()~e~~/2,

md o < k< ~ show the various resdt-

ing (one-way) numerical fluxes to be

1. N(k,El)dl&l= (n/2)vf(k)dk sin6cos13df3/cm2sec

2. N(k)dk= (n/4)vf(k)dk /cm2 sec

3. N = (n/4)~ /cm2 sec

while for the kinetic energy flux,

1

m

4.ja= kN(k)dk= (n/4)~ 2erg/cm sec.

o

Jwj



Regarding pressure TP at a “wall” as the total change of normal

component of momentum per see, per cm2, we find from (1)

~ n/2

5.lP=
~!

(2pcos6)N(k,0)dkd9 = (n/3)~= (n/3)7 erg/cm3

00

where p = p(k) is the absolute momentum.

The kinetic energy per unit volume, on the interval (k,kWk) is

6. K(k)dk = k.nf(k)dk
erg/cm3

the total being

J

w

7. K= K(k)dk =

o

For a gas of ~otons

6 3erg/cm .

(m= O,v=c, k=E = hv) at “temperature”

8 z ~T ergs, the function K(k) in (6) is known as the Planck distribu-

tion, namely

8. K(k)dk= &r(hc)-3k3(etie-1)-ldk 3erg/cm .

From this as a starting point, we infer from (6) that

9=

and upon

10 ●

-32 k/O-ljl&nf(k)dk= &(hc) k (e /cm3

integration, we find that (Note 1)

n= 16n~(3)(hc)-3e3 photons/cm3

is the (temperaturedependent!) nwerical density.

From (9), the probability of k on (k,k+dk) is therefore

.

.

11. f(k)dk= (~(3)83)-1k2(etie-1)-ldk.
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Direct integration of (8) shows the total.energy density to be

(Note 1)

12. K= (8/15~5(hc)-$j4=fi erg/cm3

so that, from (12) and 10), the average ghoton energy is

13. ~= K/n =lT4e/30C(3) erg.

Evaluation of N,@ and lP from (3), (4), end (5) is quite trivial.

Thus, the total numerical flux is

14. N= (c/4)n = 4nc(3)c(hc)-3(33 photons/cm2 sec

carr@mg an energy

150 9= (c/4)fi= (c/4)K= (2/15)n5c(hc)-384= UT4 erg/cm2 sec

where u is the “Stefan-Boltzmann constant.”

Finally, for the radiation pressure,

16. lP= (n/3)Mc2= (1/3)r&= K/3 3erg/cm .

Notes I.

1. The values of n and K for a photon gas maybe verified from the

formula

I

w

(*) P(s) = xs-l(ex-l)-ldx = r(s)~(s), real s > 1

0

\

m

where r(s) = xs-le-xdx (s > O) is the ‘l?-functionf’with values

o

r(s)= (s-l)gforintegral s=l,2,3,... (O!~O), and

C(s)* Z~l m-s (s > 1) is the “Riemann ~-function.”
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One knows C(3)-

The formula

geometric series

1.2021, C(4) =114/go.

(*) can be obtained by

-1
e-x(l-e-x) = Z~l e-m

and the obvious relation

[

co

S-le-mxtix = m-%(s)

termwise integration using the

(x > o)

(s> O,m> O).
Jo

2. For a gas of material particles, the pressure formula

lP = (n/3)Mv2 is not expressible in terms of K, although in non-

relativistic a~roximation

Strictly,

quency’rf

(cf. $1.)

MV2= PV = h(v/X)

such that Af ~ v.

TP == (2/3)fi= (2/3) K (compare (16)).

so we might write TP = (n/3)= for a l’fre-

We recall for V = E/h that Av = c2/v.
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APPENDIX II

!E?EGENERAL LORENTZ TRANSIWMAmON

Let c > 0 be a specified constant; ~’ = R‘l(n ~ 2) ~ “event ~~cet:

of vectors ~’ =
II
x’~t , where X’ is a “position” in Euclidean Rn, and

t’ * x~l ~ R1O A Lmentz transformation (L.T.) here means any non-

singular (h.s.) linear transformation (1.t), (n+l order matrix),

IIABT= (A being n x n)CT d

of ~’, with the property

x’

II

x
(L) For every g’ = ~1 with IX’! = c]t’1, its image t ~ ~ =~’

s

be

AX’ + Bt’

C%’+ dt’

Defining

also satisfies IX! = c]tl.

the symetric matrices Q =
In O

and P= T%T, (L) may

emressed in the form:

(L’) g’%’ = ?X;2 - c2t’%c)

i ●✎✌

(1)

(2)
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Theorem 1. If T is a L.T., then

P = T%T

where q=d2-

hence the identity ~
2-

‘J

Conversely, if T is a matrix

is a L.T.

= qQ (3)

C-21BI2 + O, (4)

~2t2 = @ X;2-CW. (5)

SUCh that TTQT = qQ with q + o> then T

Proof. Let bi be position vector with i-th component 1, all others

Since ~’
-1

zero. = * bi, t’ = c ,and~’=35i+kj, t’=5c ‘1 all sat-

:2
isfy (1), it follows from (2) that pii = - PWW1c , PiN1 = OY

i = l,.o.,n, and piJ = O, i + j, i,j = l,..o,n. Hence T%T = P

= -pMMlc_%=qQ. Hereq~O since Tisn.s. Finally, (5) isob-

vious, and implies the value of q in (4), upon setting X’ = 0, t’ = 1

and the correspondingX = B, t = d.

T%T

(6)

The converse

Corollary 1.

Proof. This

=qQ> q&o.

Corollary 20

statement is trivial.

The set of all L.T.’s is a group.

follows formally from the N. & S. condition:

The matrixT is a L.T. iff

ATA - C2CCT= q.L md (7) A%= c2dC, whereLL

(8) q=d2-c-2]B12 is non-zero.

●

✎

Proof. By block multiplication,
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~TAmc2ccT
A%c2dC

T%T =
#A-c2M’r

B%-c2d2 ●

The result follows at once from Th. 1.

Corollary 3. If T is a L.T., then d ~ O, and for

T=dT1=d ‘1 ‘1

c171

we must have

(9) AITA1 - C2C1C1T = qlIn and (10) Al%l = C2C1, where

Proof,

Vious) such

and we must

(11) ql = q/d2 = 1

Sup&ose d = O. Let

- C-21B112 # O.

X’ be a

that C%’ = O, and define t’

also have

non-zero vector (existence ob-

=C-lIX’]. Then IX’] =clt’1,

px’+q= lx] =+! = clC% ’+dt’l = O.

But a n.s. T cannot take lj’# O into & = O. The rest is cle= from Cor.

2.

Corollary b. If T = dTl is a L.T., as in Cor. 3, then B1 = O iff

Cl = O. In such a case, ql = 1, q = d2 > 0, and Al is a rotation of Rn.

Proof. These statements follow at once from (9), (10), (1.1).

Note: A “rCht3tiOII” means here any n x n matrix R such t~t R% . In.

A “space rotation’*is a lot. of Z’ of form
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The set S* of all

Corollary 5.

group, consisting

Proof. This

IIROs = > R a rotation.
0= 1

-1 = ST
such is a group> and for S E S*J S anddet S=+l.

The set of W matrices of form ds, d ~ O, S C S* is a

of precisely those L.T.’s with B = C = O.

is clear from Cor. 2 and Cor. 4.

Now suppose T is a L.T. as in Cor. 3, with IBII ~ b. > O) ICll = co > o)

and consider

/’c
‘lTls

the equation

‘1 0
=

OT ~

‘1 ‘1

c1‘1

R/7 o IT
‘l*lR ‘lBl

= =T :
OT 1 CJP 1

where S1,S’ are space rotations.

Letting R1,R’ be rotations such that RIB1 = bo~l ~d R’C1 = cobl

(Note l), weobtaina L.T.

‘2 bo%
T; =

Tcoal 1

which, by Cor. 3, satisfies

(12) A2TA2 - C2CO%151= = q I~ n -d (13) A2~1= c%~1c051 where

(14) ql= l-c ‘%02 = q/d2 + O

is the same as for Tl, since b. z IBJ “

BY (13)> *2 has the form
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From

(15)

(16)

(17

Since

q = qld2 >

A2 =

C%-lC OT00

I u
‘3

●

(12) and (14) we then conclude that in A2,

A3TU = OT

‘3TA3 = ‘lln-l”

ql + OJ we see from (17) that ql= 1 - C-%02> O (hence

+= (1..-%.2)
-*

O in Th. 1), and sobo< c. Definingyo= ql

> 0, we have from (17) that yoA3 is a rotation Rn-l

thatU= O; and from (15) that

Collecting these results,

ITT:=‘lTls

Finally, defining

Co=c -% o“

it appears that

the space rotations

‘2 0 1

) where R2 =
O’c ~ o

whereA2 =

of R‘-l; from (16)

1

0

and S = S2S1, a straightforward computation for STIS’T = S2(SlTlS’=)

= S2T~ yields the final

Theorem 2. Every Lorentz transformation T is e~essible in the

form
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T= dy~%% ~

where S and S‘ are space rotations, and

Y. OT Yobo~

L = O Inl o

~“

Y. = (l-b 2C-2)
+’

with o } OSbo = ]Bll < c, det L= 1.

2 -2Moreover, in Th. 1, q = d y. > 0.

Corollary6. Given a Lorentz transformation E = T~’ relative to the

coordinates &~’, the transformation relative to the ‘:standa.rdllcoordinates

~= Sg, ~= S’~’ has the form

1 = dy:%~.

Note II.

1. The “Gram-Schmidt”process affords

R which takes 51 into a given unit (column)

a construction of

vector Y1. Since

a ‘lrotationtl

Y1 + o, sup-

pose its i-th component al # O. Then the set of n vectors: Yl, and all

5 ~, j # i, is linearly independent. The orthonormalizationalgorithm pro-
d

duces from these an orthonormal set

Y]R = [Y1}Y2)***} n

of column vectors. Regarded as a matrix R, we have
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APPENDIX 111

COORDINATES AND ROTATIONS

.
Let Rs denote a Euclidean 3-space of’position vectors R. A “set of

axes” G = [X,Y,Z] means any right-handed set of mutually perpendicular

unit vectors X,Y,Z. The relation

R = [X,Y,Z] x =xx+Yy+zz (0
Y

z G

then determines x,y,z as the G-coordinates of R.

A rotation b ofR3 is (intuitively)a “rigid motion” about the ori-

gin, and is completely defined by its action on any set of axes G, as

indicated by an equation of the form

m= b[x,y,z] = [5X,8Y,5Z]

whereD = [d 1 is a 3x3 matrix withiJ

The vectors bX,5Y,8Z then form a set

given by the column vectors ofD.

= [X,Y,Z]D = GD

D-’ = DT = [dji] anddetD =+ 1.

of axes also,

Theorem 1. LetG = [X,Y,Z] be a set of axes,

fined by &l = GD. Then

with G-coordinates

and b a rotation$ de-

(a) a pint R with G-coordimtes (x,Y~z)G has ~-coordi~tes

z x

Y s DT y whereas
-.
‘&G ‘G
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(b) the point tiRhas G-coordinates

x’ x
1/Y =D y

“ G z G.

PI’OOfe From W = GD and the definitions, we have

(a) R=G x . &j.Dr x == z and

Y Y ?

‘G ‘G z w

(b) bR =&3 x =G*D x =G x’

Y Y YJ

‘G z G “G .

Every rotation may be achieved by a right-handed rotation through an

angle El(0° 5 0 S 180° ) about some fixed unit vector Yo, and defined ex-

plicitly as in

Theorem 2. If a unit vector Yo has G-coordinates (bx,by,bz)G, and

9 is given on [OO}l@Ol, withC = cos El,C’ = 1 - cos e, S= sine > 0,

then the right-handed rotation b aboutYo through Elis definedby

&G .m, where

D. ~+b2c/ -bzS + bybxC’
x

byS -tbzbxC’

Proof. One

G-coordinates of

bzS + bxbyC’

-byS + bxbzC’

c+b2c/
Y

-bxS + bzbyC’

bxS + bybzC’ c+b2c/
z

has only to verify that the

8X,6Y,6Z for the 6 defined.

●

above column vectors are the

Letxll= (x~Yo)Yo=
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+
IXL] =(1-bX2) . Then the desirsd 5X is

5X = b(Xll+XL)= Xl!+ f5XAwhere

It is clear from Fig. 111.1 that 5XL must

tions

‘(b2bb bb)x’xy$xz G’
XL. X - Xl!= (1-bx2,-b b ,-bxbz) , Were

Xy G

15xL]=IXJO

satisfy the (dependent) condi-

(1) Y0.8XL = o (2) XL.5XJIXJ 2 = c

and (3) Xl X 5XL/lXL12s=Yo

WhenXL#O, S#Oo (IfXL=O, bx2 = 1, by = bz = 0, and the first

umn correctly reads (1,0,0). The column is also correct if S = 0, C

This we leave for the reader.)

Y

col-

=+1.

/
FIG. 111.1

z
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Letting the unknown 5X1 = (PX}PY}PZ)G} these con~tions Weld

(4) b#x + b#y + bzpz = O

(5) (1-bx2)px - bxb~y - bxbzpz = C(l-bx2)

(6) bxbzPy - bxb~z = S(l-bx2)bx (first component).

From (k) and (5) we have at once Px = C(l-bx2,, so that 5X has X

coordinate bx2 + C(l-bx2) = C + bx2C’ as claimed. If bx#Oandbx2+l

as assumed above, (4) and (6) then yteld

and the

if bx =

Py= bzS - bxbyC pz=-

remaining coordinates of 5X are seen to

O, then p-.= C, and condition (3) gives
A

pz=- byS, as required inD. The

by cyclic permutation.

Corollary 1. Let (ax,a ,a )
y ‘G

vector Y. Then 8, defined by &G =

(a) D= ax -a

1 -y(ay2/A)
aY

az - ayaz/A

verification

byS - bxbzC

be those inD.

trivially py =

for 8Y,

be the G-coordinates

GD, where

Finally,

bzS,

52 is immediate

of a given unit

-a z
AEl+-s,x~()

aa/A- yz

1- (az2/A)

or (b)D= -1 0 0
I

when A = O

0 -1 0

1001]

is a rotation which takes X into 5X = Y.
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-B

c

Proof. Ifax=l, thena =az=O, and D= Iin (a). Ifax=-l~
Y

the D in (b) defines a rotation of 180° about Z. Otherwise Y ~ * x$ so

that X andY lie in swell-defined plane, and a right-handed rotation

through an angle 0 on [0° ,18001with C

normal Yo = (X x Y)/S = (O}-az$ay) /S~
G

viously serve (Fig. 111.2). The above

‘I’h.2 upon making these substitutions.

= cos e = X*Y E a-, about its
A.

S = sin 0 = (l-a 2)*, will ob-X

matrixD results from that of

It is sometimes convenient to make a rotation which not only takes

X into a specified = 5X, but has the property that a second given vec-

tor Y1 lies in the new 8X,5Y plane. For this we have

Theorem 3. Let (ax,ay,az) ~ (~~a ) be the G coordinates of
G ly’alz ~

two unit vectors Y,Y1. Define C = cos *1 = Y*Y1, O s *1 S 180° , and

S=sin$lzc)e Thenwe obtain a rotational, defined by81G =GDl,

Y

x

FIG. 111.2

z

set

such
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that (a) 81X = ‘1and (b) Yl lies in the “upper half” of the 81X,b1Y

plane, with blG-coordinates (cos $~~ sin $1) O)~lGJ ~ovidd ‘e ‘*e

D. as the D of Cor. 1 in the trivial case Y, = + Y, and otherwise set
-1

where Cx =

and bx =

by .

b= =

‘1 ‘ ax bx Cx

b
aY Y CY

a bz Cz
z

(&iyalz-aza~y)/s, Cy= (aza~-axa~~)/s>Cz= ‘a~a~y-aya~)is
-caCyaz z y = (alx-axC)/S

ca Xz= (sly-ayC)/S-ca
Zx

ca -ca = (alz-azC)/S.
Xyyx

The matrix D1

= YxYJs, EIY

is uniquely determined by the conditions

= 81Z X 51X (Fig. 111.3)a

Y

8Y

/
/ /

///

+=8X

*X

FIG. 111.3
z 8Z
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Corollary 2.

of two orthogonal

where

‘1 =

Let (~,a~az)G~ (am, au,alz )G be the G-coordinates

unit vectors Y,Yl. men 51, defined by blG = ~1~

ax al.x ayalz

aY au azalx

az alz axaly

is a rotation such that 31X

Proof. Set C =0, s=

.&

- azauf
-aa x lZ

- ayalx

=Y and

1 in Th.

This is the basic rotation used

(A IV).

1. The matrix D* =

= [Y,Yl,YxYJG

jvy = Y. .
J. J.

30

in polarized Compton scattering

Notes III.

ax aY
az

ay (ay2/b)-l ayazlb

a ayaz/A (az2/A) -1z

h=l+ax+o

obtain~ frcmnD in Cor. 1 by changing signs of its last two columns is

symsetric, and defines a rotated set of axes b% (with 8W = Y ) upon

which X appears with the same coordinates a ~a a as has Y on the ori-
Xwz

ginal axes G.

2. Another alternative for COr. 1 is the rotation ~ with matrix

16I.



I5= ax -S o

aY Jaxa S -az/S

a= Yfaxaz/S a S

+
S = (1-ax2) >0

which achieves the result 5X = Y by successive rotations about Z and X.

The square root is a computational disadvantage.
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APPENDIX IV

SCATTERING OF PIANE FOIARIZED PHOTONS

1. Klein-Nishina cross section. A plane polarized photon may be

characterized in a frame ~by its energy ~ = hvl/mec2, directionyl~

and an electric unit vector(1) e. in the plane x. orthogonal to Y,

(Fig. 1).

(on a free

dY2 Of Y2,

J. J. -1.

Its Klein-Nishina differential cross section for scattering

unpolarized electron at rest in ~) into a direction within

with an e-vector e2 (in the plane YC2orthogonal to Y2) E&

angleo with el (Fig. 2), i.e., with

‘2“=1 = Cos @

is given by

a(Y2se2)W2 = (r2/4)(k#~)2[~-2+4 cos2@]dY2 cm2 (1)

q=z
Y~ ~

z FIG. IVol

(1)For computation, we suppose (q)G,

163

(el) given on Z axes G = [X,Y,ZI.
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For a given scatter direction Y2, one defines two basic directions

in the plane X2 (Fig. 3)

(2)

Note that [Y2,e11i,e11]form a right-handed set of sxes, with el~ orthogo-

nal to Y2, e , and e1 1“‘ which are therefore coplanar. These vectors are

also shown in Fig. 4, where the “plane of scattering”Y1,Y2 appears hori-

zontally.

—
FIG.IV.3

Then, for an arbitrary e2 in fi2~we may~ite e2 = A + B> where

L are its components on ell’,elA = (e2ee111)ellls.ndB= L resp.(e2,e~A)el (1)

ThUS, with ~,?l’as in Fig. 4, we find C(J @ =

=(A.el)2 = (e2=e111)2(e111.e1)2 = (e2.elli)2 COS2 q’

= (e2”e1il)2(1-cos2q), so that

(e2~e1)2 = ((A+B)“e1)2

= (e2”elll)2 sin2 q

COS2 @ = (e2*e111)2[l-(Y2*el)21 .

(1)!l!herl,q’relation (e111”el)2= 1- (Y2●e1)2 maY be verifi~ vectorially,

using the identity A~(BxC) = CO(AXB) = B“(CXA).

.

●
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e,

e2

------- ---- ‘q=g
0

/

(

In these terms, (1) becomes

u(’f2~e2)d’+’2= (r2/4)(1#~)2{~-2+4(e2 ●elli)2[1-(Y2“e1)2]]dY2. (3)

We assume that, for each Y2, e2 must be exactly one of the two vec-

tors elllor el~. From (3), the cross sections for the two corresponding

events are

o(Y2,e111)dY2= (r2/4)(k,#~)2[~+2-4(Y2“el)~ dY2

(4)

‘)dY2= (r2/4)(1#~)2{~-2} dY2.Z 0(Y2,e1

Their sum is the cross section for Y2 scatter,

a(Y2)dY2 = (r2/2)(k#~)2{ ~-2(Y2ee1)2}dY2. (5)

Introducing spherical coordinates $2,cp2relative to the axes ~, with

Y= Y1, Y= el, we have (Fig. 2)

Y2 = (COSY2, sin $2 cos CP2,sin $2 sin Cp2)a;el = (O,l,O)a (6)
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= sin 42 cos CP2.so that ‘2”el

For these coordinates, (5) reads

a(Y2)dY2 = u(02,q2)d(cos 42)*2

= (r2/2)(k2/~)2[ %-2 sin2 ~2 COS2 CP2]d(cos $2)@2 (7)

where we note the non-uniformity on the “~2-cone.”

Integration on O ~ cp2< 2YCthen gives

o(ti2)d(cos*2) = tir2(l#~)2{~-sin2~2]d(cos $2)

as the cross section for scattering within d(cos $2) of the $2-cone about

Yl. (Fig. 2.) This is identical with the cross section of Note 22.4,

from which one may obtain the ‘:energy’tcross section ~(~)d~ snd the

total cross section o, just as indicated there.
(1)

2. Simpleminded Monte Carlo. one may follow a single (kl,Yl,el)-

@oton through a Compton collision as follows:

a. From <, one obtains ~ and cos $9 as in Note 22.4.
-L

b. cosq2 is

standard rejection

curve

G. L

then obtained with good efficiency from (7) by the

technique,

f(W2) = ~ -2 sin2

(See Notes 1-4 for details.)

applied to the rectangle enclosing the

+2 C052T2> o<cp2e2Yc.

.

b

(1)For simplicity,we here use subscript 2 in place of 3.
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c. (’!2)-is next obtained from (6).
G

d. By (4)the relative probability of ea = el~ is

(~-2)/2f_~-2sin2$2 COS2 cp2),by which the alternatives e2 = ~eLor

‘2 = 4’ are sampled.

e. ?!he~ coordinates (e2)_ of the e2 selected are obtained from
G

(6) and (2).

f. If (Yl) and (el) are the incident vectors on given ~ axes G,
G G

then the rotation bl ofAIII, Cor. 2, with matrix

‘1= [(V( (%)/ (WGx(%)G]
takes the axesG into the axes~ on whichY2 and e2 sz?eknown from (c),

(e). Hence, (Y2) =D1(Y2)6, (e2) =Dl(e2) give the direction and e-
G G 6

vector of the scattered photon on the original axes G (AIII, ‘I’h.l(a)).

3 ● Stokes parameters. If one is not concerned with the e-vectors

as such, but only in the successive chsmges of direction Y of a photon

beam (upon which its energy depends) a

available~’)

Under our basic assumption, those

much more ingenious method is

@hotons of an initial ‘fpure”

(~,’fl, el)-be=n whi~ scatterin a common direction Y2 will be of two

(1)
The method, described in part (5) below, is apparent

7
due to L. V.

Spencer, C. Wolff (Physical Review, 90, 1953$ 510-514 ; the version
here is due to G. I. Bell, who discovered it independently.
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kinds, having e-vectors elll

(4). Always following that

common direction, we should

or elL, in the expected ratios defined by

portion of the beam which scatters in a

expect in general (cf. Note 5) after n col-

lisions a

the final

energetic

The

upon the

mine its

composite residual beam with 2n e-vectors, all orthogonal to

direction. It seems sufficient therefore to consider mono-

(kl,Yl)-beamswith a finite number of discrete e-vectors eli.

“Stokes parameters” Q1,U1 appear here as two numbers, dependent

~-vector Coqosition of su~ a beam, which (a) suffice to deter-

probabilityP(Y2)dY2 of scattering direction, and (b) serve to

determine, for that part of

ing Stokes parameters Q2,U2

ing argument is intended to

the beam which scatters at ‘l!2)the accompany-

required for its next collision. The follow-

make plausible this point of view.
.

Consider then a composite beam of (kljyl)-@otonsj S1l denoting the

fraction (ZSli = 1) having their el vector eli(i = l)...,N) at angle Oli

from a specified direction elo (“Stokes vector”) in the plane xl orthogo-

nal to Y1 (Fig. 5). We now- attention on a particular direction Y2

of scatter

.

4

~=xl

z, FIG. IV.5
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with coordinates

Y2 = (cos $2, sin*2 cosC42,sin$2 sinw21- (8)
‘1

on the axes El with xl E Yl, and 71 = elo, the _givenStokes vector. On

these axes we have also

i s (o, Cosqli, sinqli)-‘1 (8a)

‘1

whence
i

‘2 “el = sin $2 cos (c?2-Tlli)● (9)

For the fixed Y2, and each eli, there are then two possible result-

ing e-vectors

‘1‘L =Y2xeli/lY2xt31il and e~ll = e: x Y2 (lo)

for the scattered photon (Fig. 6). Their associated wobability density

functions are seen from (4) to be

----- .-

4 ‘

\
FIG. IV.6

w,=xl
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where 02 = o/(r2/2)(1#~)2

Hence, the probability
; II

(11)

is a function of $2.

of a be&unphoton having el = eli, scattering

iJ.

‘0 ‘2) and having e2 = cl’”, or e2 = el , are given

S1iP(’f2yel‘1’)dY2 and Slip(Y2,e1iL)dY2.

The sum of the two is the probability of a
.

‘1 = ‘1~ and scattering to Y2 (cf. (9))}namely

beam

.

by

(12)

photon having

sliu@y2”e1i )21d&92 = Sli{%-2 sin2 $2 COS2 (cp2-qli)}dY2/02

= S1i{~-sin2 $2-sin2 *2 Cos 2(W2-Tli)]dY2/~2 ●

Summing on i yields the probability of a besm photon scattering to Y2

P(Y2)dY2 = {~-2~Sli(Y20e1i~]dY2/~2

= {1$-sin2 $2-sin2

Therefore we may write

P(Y2)dY2= P(Y2)dY2/02

where p(’f2)= ~ - sin2 *2 -

Q(w2) =Ql cos %2+U1 sinq2

QIX=~S1iC
i

and 0s al ) Ul= ~S1i sin ~li

‘4f2xSli Cos *(CP2-TIli)] dY2/02● (13)

(14)

sin2 i12Q(cp2) (15)

(16)

(17)



are the “Stokes

composite beam.

U(92)

parameters” serving @one to determine P(Y2)dY2 for the

For later use, we also define here

a-Q
1
sin 2q)2+ U1 cos 2Cp2.

4.. Stokes parameters of the scattered besm. We

(Y2,Y2+dY2) scattered beam as anew source. Of these

(18)

now regard the

@otons, the frac-

tions having e2 = eli.Iiande=e21 ‘A are, by (11), (12),and (14)

‘2‘= (Sli/P(’f2))[*~+l-2(Y2*eli)2]
(1$))

i)
‘2 = (sli/P(Y2))G&C#l

where ~ (S2i+S2i’) = 1.

Now the argument establishing (14-17) was quite general, and we may

interpret it for the next scattering once we have referred the vectors

‘2 to a basic Stokes vector e20 in their pl~e. This we take to be the

vector (Fig. 6)

‘2° = (cos($2+g00),sin(*2+g00)cos92, sin($2+90)sin qz)=

‘1

= (-sin $a, cos *2 cos q32,cos *Z sin W2)E
1

(20)

J.

on the axes ~ !——— 1

Accordingly, we define q2i andq2i’ = q2i + ~“ as the angles from

0 to the vectors eliII
i~

‘2
and el resp. The new source then appears as

I

in Fig. 7, which is the exact analogue of Fig. 5.
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Y2 = X2

It is clear that we may write at once the probability for Ya scatter

of the new source in

~(Y3)dY3 =

with ~(Y3) = K3

G(CP2)=65
J

where now 62 =

and similarly

These are

4

the forms of (14-17):

F (y3)dy3/~3 (21)

- sin2$
3 - sin2*3Q(w3) (22)

.0s 2c5 + ti2 sin 2cp3 (23)

~S2i COS ~2i +~s2i’COS2q2i’=~(S2i’ -S2i )COS 2q2i’(24)
ti2 = x(s2i’-S2i)sin 2q2i’.

the Stokes parameters for the new bean, determining the

probability% for the next scattering. From (19) we see that

i~-si
‘2 2 =-

(2s:’’(yJ)[’-F~e:)21= “ 2S:R:’P(’J

iwhere we have set = 1- (Y2~e1i)2= 1 - sin2 *2 cos2(cp2-qli). (25)‘2

TMus from (24) we have, for the new Stokes parmeters,

G2 = - (2/’(Y2))~iR2i COS ~2i’, fi2= - (2/P(Y2))~%2isin 2q2i’. (26)

1-(2



It remains to verify their relation to the previous ones Ql, Ul,

namely, ~a={- sin2~2+ (l+cos2~2)Q(q2)]/p(Yp)

(27)
fi2= 2 Cos l$12u(cp2)/P(Y2)

where the functions indicated are those in (15), (16),and (18),depend-

iwg 01.IJYon 112JP2~d QIJUIO

To do this we must relate cos ?12i’= epo.el‘L to cos qli = elooeli.

2!$

I(( )
4!

Now eliA ~ Y2Xe1i/lY2xe1il, where lY2xeli = 1- Y2*e1i) = (R2i) as

*
‘1) (R2i) cos q2i’ = e2in (25). Hence 0.(Y2xe1i)= e1i”(e20xY2), and it

is easily verified from (8) and (20) that e20 x Y2 = (0,sinq2,-cosq2)x .

From(8a)therefore

relationis then

‘1
we have e~iO(e20xY2) = sin(cp2~1i)o The required

t ~*
Cos q2i (28)= sin(q2-qli)/(R2 )

-. I 4 “1
whence cos 2q2* = 2 cos2q2i - 1 = (R2i) {2 sin2(q)2~li) - 1

+ sin2$2cos2(cp2-qli)}= (R2i)-1@(1+cOS2$2)COS2(~2-~li)]*

From (26)then,P(’+’2)62= x&[-2+(l+cos2*2)[l+cos 2(cpnq.i)l]

=- sin2~2 + (l+cos2~2)[(Z~icos 2qli)cos 2q2 +

=- sin2$2 + (li-cos2~2)[Qlcos 2q2+Ulsin 2%] =

as claimed in (27)0

GA

okli sin2qi1)sin2cp21

- sin2$2 + (1+cos2t2)Q(cp2)

(l)A ● (BxC) = C ● (MB) is vector identity.
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For fi2we shall require

I
sin q2i iII= sin(~2i-i-~0)= cos q2i = e200e1 = e200(elfixY2)

.

= Y2 ● (e20xeliL) = eliL ● (Y2xe20) = (Y2xeli)● (Y2xe20)/(R2 )ii!

.*
= (e1ixY2).(e20xY2)/(R21) .

= (O, sin cp2,-COS CP2)_, while reference
G.

We have just seen that e20xY2

L
to (8) and (8a) shows that Y2xeli = (*,COS $2sinllli,-cos $2COS qli).

Hence

I ~+
sin q2i (29)= COS $2 COS(q271i)/(R2 ) ●

From (28), (29) then

1
sin 2q2i = 2 sin#’cos ?12i’= 2(R2i)-lcos $2cos(cp2-rlli)sin(cp2~li)

= (R2i)-lCOS $2sin

Turningto (26),we havefinally
1

p(Y2)ti2 = - 2hliR2i sin $?q2i = - 2 cos ~2XSli sin 2(cp2-qli)

= 2 Cos $2{-(ZS1 ‘Cos ali)sin 2%

= 2 cos$2{-Qlsin 2~+U1cos,2cpJ *

as in (27).

+ (Zsl%in +)cos 2@

2 coi3*2u(cp2)
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59 Stokesmethod. One followsa beam Of (~$’fl)-photons through

a Con@on colllsion as follows:

Initially, one must assume known its e-vector composition, and com-

Wte Ql,U1by (17). For a beam initially“pure”(id) one may take

Q1 = 1, Ul = O. At a givencollisionwe supposeknown~,(Y1) , the
G

Stokesvector (elo), and the currentStokesparametersQ1,U1 of the
G

bean.

(a) One obtains ~, cos !P as in (a) of part (2) above.

(b) 92 iS then obt~n* from (15)by rejectiontechnique>anli~

to the rectangle enclosing the curvep(CP2)= ~ - sin2Y2- sin2T2Q(CP2)

where Q(CP2)

(C) (y2)_ and

‘1

= QICOS *V2 + Ulsin 2CP2 (Notes 1-4).

(e20)_ are obtainedfrom (8)and (20),onaxes~l$

‘1

(d) New Stokes parameters are computed from (27).

(e) The new direction and Stokes vector

(Y2) SD1(y2)_ J (e20) =Dl(e20)_ , where
G ‘1. G ‘1

‘1 = [
(Yl) , (e10)G2O’l)GX(eIO)G,

G

on the original axes G are

Notes IV.

1●

10 “Rejection technique.” Let Mbe the maximum of

density function for x on its domain (a,b), with d = b -

a probability

a. Then a cor-

rectly distributed x is obtained by successively “throwing” pairs of



random

p(x) z

is the

numbers r,r’ on (O,1) and accepting the

Mr’. The “efficiency” of the method is

minimum of p(x), it is trivial that e Z

first x = a+rd for which

J

b
e b ap(x)ti/Md. Ifm

~(P(x)-m)ti/(M-m)d.

~ese remarks apply equally wellto any function-f(x) = kP(X)) k> OS

2. For the function f(cp2)= ~ - 2 sin2$2cos2cpoon (0,2Tt), we have

= %, m = %-2 sin2$2, d = 2Yr,and an efficiency

(
21c

/sin2cpO@0 2fi= 1/2, with the above method.
Jo cc

c

J2fie~ (l=cos2q2)&p2/2fl
o

3* For the function p(cp2)= ~-sin2~2-sin2$2(Qlcos 2cp2+u1sin2q2)

on (o,2ti)we maywriteP(CP2)= A-B cos 2(CP2-CPO)2where A

B=
2!$

sin2$m(Q,2+U, ) , the meaning ofqa being obvious. We see from this
I=*A

form that M = A+B, m = A-B, the rejection technique again having e Z 1/2.

4. In applying the method of Note 1 to the functions f(W2)~P(~2) ‘n

steps (b) of parts (2)~ (5) above} it w be noted that} inste~ of ‘lthr~-

ingt’cp2= 2firand then computing the required functions cos2q2 or cos 292,

sin 2cp2one may use von Neumann’s device for “throwing” directly for the

cos cp2~sin v2 of a 92 uniformly distributed on (O~2x)~ and fien comPut-
—

ing COS2Cp2or cos 2CP2(=cos2q2-sin2q2)J sin 2%(= 2 sinq2cos V2)0 me

device referred to (itself a rejection method) goes as follows: Of a

quence of random number pairs (r,r’) one accepts the first for which

s = r2 + (r’)2 S 1, and defines cos cp2= (r2-(r’)2)/s$and sincp2 = +

each sign having probability 1/2. The “efficiency”here is exactlyx/k.

se-

2rrl/s,
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If the device is used in conjunction with the methods of Notes 2, 3, the

overall efficiency is of course reduced by this factor.

5~ ‘I’heargumentof parts (3,4)doesnot requirethat the e-vectors

be distinct,e.g.,in one 90° scattering,all e-vectorspresentcollapse

to ho.



c

h

H

l’s
F

2.997925

6.62554

4 .E!Q296

9.1094

.51M058

6.670

3.24

1.38053

2.892616

x 1010

x 10-27

x 10-10

x 10-28

x 10-8

x 10-’8

x 10-16

x 1014

TABIEI

Some@yslcalcoustanta
-1cmaec speedlimit

ergsec Planck8aConstant

esu chargequantum

a electrourestmaea

Mev electronreetenera
-1 3 -2w cm sec gratitat~onconstant

sec‘1- 100IOnsec-l/MPO Hubbleleconstant

erg/OK Boltzmannconstant

esu- $@87.27C FLU’edW(EC)

No 6.02257x 1023

R 8.3143 x 107 erg/OK

h 1.05449 Xlti27 erg sea

a. .5291659 X 10-8 cm

r 2.81776 *10-13 cmc

La
-8.02426206 X 10 cm

VB 9.27314 x 10-21 erg/gauaa

f ~o-13cm (fermi)

A 10-8 cm (hgstrom)

AU l.49598x1013cm(Astron.unit)

LY 9.460x 1017cm(llshtYear)

Avosadro’snumber-F/q(UC)

Gascondaut= No% (EC)

~ momentumtit =h/2n

I.atBohrraliun. ~2/mcq2

electron“radius”= q2/mCc2

Comptone-wave-length= h/mCo

Bohrm9gneton- qA/2m6c

units

c c/10em (coulomb)

v 108/0esuvolt(Volt)
-6Mavqx lol’+/c.1.6020g5x 10 erg

emu 931.476Mev (UC attic mans unit)

PC ,3.0856x 1018 cm . 3.262 LY(parsec)

MPC 106PC (MegaWsec)

Y 3.16x 107 sec (year)
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TABLE II

A few“elementary”~icles

r

)

e (Mev) a~m~”
Mean life
(see) Main mode

-no WQG.rons 1320.8 2585 # ~+ 1.3x10-10 #w A”+n-
J-$ 1314.3 2572 0 ~ ~o-lo~ #eAo+#

u97.08 2*3 Z- F 1.6X 10-10 x--nO+Tl-

ug2.4 2333 Z“ F <10-14 ~*AO+Y

l18g.41 2328 P F .79x 10-10 I?. n”+n+

1115.40 2183 AO 7 2.6x 1o”10 A“m~++v-

NUC1-B 939.550 1839 0 ~n 1.013 n“+p++a-+~ a
938.256 1836 p+ . m

Mesons 498.0 975 < z’ .91X10-m %+-it-+11

J-O 493.8 966 K+ K- 1.2x 10-8 K++ A++VW

273 11- ~+ -8
139.60 2.6x M n--v-+; v
135.01 264 no -1.61.8X 10 #My+y

LeptonsMuon -6105.659 207 w- M+ 2.2X 10 P-- G-+ GC+VU

J-$ femlly o 0 c‘v P
m

Electron .511.oo6 1 $i- 6+ 0

family 0 0 v= Vc -

Proton
0 0 Y 9

J-1

Note.ThenumbersareorcourseObsolete,butservewellenowbforvariousex&u@e.s.
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-. . . . ---

no
[b]1
[%]1

[%]1

[He

k]
4 c

[1
7M
3

[1~Be

[1
~Be

[1
10~Be

[ %?]1
5

[1
11
6C

[64
U?

[1
13
6C

b]
1}

[?!1
14

[1
16
8°

[1
1:0

[1
18F
9

[34
27 ~
1

[13

[%]23
92

r]
36U
92

Smu

1.0086654

1.00782522,

2.0141022

3.01604g4

3.0160299

4.0026036

7.016005

, 7.016931

9.o12It%

10.013535

U.009 3051

U.oll 433

U?*

13.003354

14.0032419

14.0030744

15.9949149

~6.ggg133

18.000m

26.981535

29.97832

235.04393

236.04573

“JXU5LI!I U.*

Some neutralatomrest

half’Ufe

U.8m (G-)

u.26Y (~-)

53.6d(~-cap)

2.5x d y (G-)

20.4m (e+)

% ‘-e: I u = 93L.476w

5720Y (6-)

I l o m (G+)

2.5m (6+)

7.13x 108Y (a)

2.4x 107Y (a)
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